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Summary/Abstract

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a common condition characterised by the degradation of the artic-
ular cartilage that leads to stiff and painful joints. OA is related with the dysregulation
of the cartilage chondrocyte’s activity, the latter becoming much more catabolic under
OA conditions. Both mechanical and biochemical signals are involved in this dysregu-
lation and need to be considered for the understanding of the condition and its treat-
ment. On the one hand, cartilage tissue mechanics and multi-physics have been described
through numerical finite element models (FEM) and simulations, pointing out clear rela-
tionships among cartilage composition, mechanical properties and OA. On the other hand,
network-based modelling (NBM) has proven to be useful to simulate semi-quantitatively
the biological activity of the chondrocyte, and there is abundant information about the
transduction of mechanical signals by chondrocytes, at the molecular and cell scales. How-
ever, the knowledge gap between single-cell regulation and intercellular interactions in a
representative tissue volume makes it difficult to readily interpolate tissue mechanics and
chondrocyte mechano-transduction in OA, especially when the cell biochemical environ-
ment needs to be considered. Then, a method to merge both mechanic and biochemical
signals is needed, where cell-cell interactions shall intervene. To address such a need,
we hereby hypothesize that it is possible to simulate interacting network effects through
agent-based modelling, to grasp relevant dynamics of cell and tissue regulation in OA.
Whereas chemo- and mechano-regulation network models could be coupled at the cell
and subcellular levels, the agents will simulate cell paracrine activity and the emergence
of collective chondrocyte behaviour at the tissue level quantitatively, enabling to merge
quantitative mechanics of FEM and semi-quantitative biochemistry from NBM. Both lit-
erature data and in vitro and ex vivo measurements will be used to calibrate and duly
assess the different model components and the interactions thereof.
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Prologue

During the Biomedical Engineering Bachelor’s degree we receive a lot of information in a
wide range of topics, going through cell biology, electronics, mechanics, pathophysiology...
And, it is at the end of the degree when you realise that all this information can be
integrated for a common goal. In fact, during the different projects that I have been
developing during the degree, one of the parts that I liked the most it was when we were
able to relate information of different subjects.

Hence, it is from these projects that my interest in studying osteoarthritis arose. It
was at the beginning of the third course that we developed the first project on this topic,
in which we were studying how osteoarthritis could be tackled by means of synthetic
biology. Later on, this same year, we also participated in a project in which we were able
to reproduce the regulatory network of a chondrocyte. And, in summer, an email with a
project proposal for the bachelor’s thesis popped up in my inbox: the possibility to link
the regulatory network of the chondrocyte to an intercellular model to later on scale up
to mechanical forces was in front of me.

Now, I am presenting you the result of having been working in this project for 7
months. This bachelor’s thesis allowed me to deepen my knowledge in cellular biology
and multiscale modelling, how they can be merged together, and even get some notions on
the laboratory work and how complex is the task of incorporating the obtained data to a
mathematical model. Indeed, I have worked with a great amount of in vitro data to couple
a cell level model to an intercellular one in an in silico environment. Besides the previous
knowledge, I have also been able to get specific information on how osteoarthritis works
and which is its current state from the medical point of view, for which, unfortunately,
there are still significant shortcomings.

Then, having the opportunity to take part in a project that seeks to improve diagnostic
and treatment tools of an expanded disease such as osteoarthritis is really exciting, and I
hope that I am able to translate to you the same feeling in this report.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Physio-pathological background

1.1.1 The knee cartilage

The knee is a synovial joint, that is, an articulation that joins long bones, as the femur
and the tibia, with a fibrous capsule that is continuous with the periosteum. One main
characteristic of these joints is that their bones are covered by a highly specialized tissue,
the hyaline cartilage, commonly known as articular cartilage [1].

The basic functions of the articular cartilage are to provide a smooth and lubricated
surface in articulated joints and to transfer the loads between the bones that form the
joint in a controlled way, preventing a disproportionate loading especially under impact.
The resistance to axial forces and elasticity required to cover these basic functions are
provided by the extracellular matrix (ECM) that maintained by the chondrocytes, i.e.,
the cells in charge to synthesize the structural proteins of the ECM, mainly collagen
type II and proteoglycans. Along with water that stands for about 80% of the tissue
volume, the aforementioned components represent about 95% of the articular cartilage.
Chondrocytes need the transport of nutrients and waste through the synovial fluid to
fulfil its metabolic functions, given that articular cartilage is an avascular tissue. This
avascularity also implies a low repair capacity and self-renewal in case of injury or any
other disturbance of the normal biosynthetic activity of chondrocytes, as it occurs in
diseases such as osteoarthritis (OA) [2].

1.1.2 Osteoarthritis

OA is the most common disease of joints in adults, affecting more than 200 million people
globally. Among the different articulations, the knee seems to be the most affected one,
being present in about 22% of men and 31% of women over 55 years of age in 2019
according to the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation1. Moreover, its prevalence
is expected to increase. Obesity and ageing are important risk factors that exacerbate
the development of the disease, and their global burden is projected to increase in the
following years [3–6]. Regarding its effects, OA is usually associated with pain and stiffness
in the joint, carrying out an increased morbidity and reduced quality of life which can
even lead to cardiovascular diseases [7, 8].

1.1.3 Aetiology of osteoarthritis

The aetiology of the knee OA is multi-factorial, as it involves complex and poorly under-
stood interactions among genetic, biochemical, and mechanical factors [9]. Under healthy
conditions, the knee cartilage is in charge of compensating for the molecular damage pro-
duced by mechanical stresses and enzymatic reactions thanks to the biosynthetic activity
of the embedded chondrocytes. In other words, the chondrocyte phenotype is defined by
both mechanical loads and biosynthesis of molecules to preserve the tissue integrity and
maintain a balance of catabolic and anabolic events [10, 11]. But when a change in the
metabolism occurs, towards a catabolic state in the case of OA, there is a mismatch of
anabolic and catabolic processes, and the ECM is not properly maintained anymore to

1Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation
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accomplish its function of weight bearing the synovial joint [12, 13]. Indeed, chondro-
cyte basal metabolism is fully dysregulated increasing the production of inflammatory
mediators and matrix degrading enzymes, which cause ECM degradation (see Figure 1)
[14].

Figure 1: Molecules involved in cartilage metabolism and homeostasis. Source: (Segarra et
al., 2019) [15]

Although the articular cartilage of the joint is the main target of the harmful fac-
tors promoted by OA, the whole knee and even the systemic level are involved in the
change towards a catabolic state (see Figure 2)[13]. While for secondary OA the cause
of inflammation is usually clear and generally related with exogenous factors, the causes
underlying idiopathic OA are less well-known [7]. In fact, inflammatory mediators re-
leased by cartilage, bone and synovium have been identified. For example, synovitis is
increasingly being associated with the triggering of OA, as it leads to the creation of
inflammatory mediators that reach the chondrocytes; induce synovial angiogenesis that
increases the production of inflammatory cytokines and degrading enzymes; or even in-
crease the number of synovial macrophages, that might contribute to sustain a catabolic
environment. Also, the innate immunity is believed to play a role in the initiation of
the disease, being likely involved in synovitis, in interaction with systemic factors such as
adipokines, especially in metabolic-related obese patients [16].

1.1.4 Diagnosis of osteoarthritis

OA is commonly defined as “... a heterogeneous group of conditions that leads to joint
symptoms and signs which are associated with defective integrity of articular cartilage, in
addition to related changes in the underlying bone and at the joint margins” [17]. This
means that OA diagnosis is, as its aetiology, polymorphic, and should include different
criteria such as patient reported joint pain, radiology findings and proteomics [18, 19].

From the above, medical imaging remains a key tool for the OA diagnosis, although
its interpretation is highly dependent on the observer. Then, different grading scales have
been proposed to establish a classification scheme of the OA radiographic images, being
the Kellgren and Lawrence (KL) classification system the most used [20, 21]. The KL
scale is a five-grade classification scheme based on the radiographic features of OA (see
Table 1) which is used both as a research and as a clinical tool [22].

However, radiology findings alone are not a determinant factor of OA and, moreover,
they often appear when the progression of the disease is advanced, especially in X-Ray
imaging on which the Kellgren & Lawrence assessment is based [18]. Here, besides other
imaging techniques, biomarkers can become a great tool, since inflammatory markers
related with OA are being identified and are related with early stages of the disease [23].

2



Figure 2: The role of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the knee joint. Pro-inflammatory
cytokines are released by several components of the knee joint and up-regulate catabolic events

at the cartilage, which debilitate the ECM. Source: Kapoor et al. (2011) [13]

Kellgren & Lawrence grading scale
Grade Description

0 No joint space narrowing (JSN) or reactive changes
1 Doubtful JSN, possible osteophytic lipping
2 Definite osteophytes, possible JSN
3 Moderate osteophytes, definite JSN, some sclerosis, possible bone-end deformity
4 Large osteophytes, marked JSN, severe sclerosis, definite bone ends deformity

Table 1: Kellgren & Lawrence grading scale for radiographic OA. Adapted from Kohn et al.,
2016 [22].

1.1.5 Treatment of osteoarthritis

Treatments for OA are mainly conservative, aiming to relief pain by losing weight, prac-
ticing physiotherapeutic measures or administering drugs. It is in a last stage when the
different lines of conservative treatment fail, that total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is pro-
posed as a solution to the patient [7, 8].

Actually, despite the efforts on identifying new targets and drugs for OA, no pharma-
cological treatments which totally restore the degraded cartilage or decrease the disease
progression have been found to date [24]. One of the main challenges in OA drug develop-
ment is the clinical heterogeneity of the disease and its multifactorial aetiology. Therefore,
research is ongoing to define meaningful OA phenotypes that can influence in treatment
decisions and identification of biomarkers [25].

3



1.2 Objective of the Bachelor’s Thesis

1.2.1 Motivation

Because of the association with obesity and age, knee OA’s prevalence is projected to rise
continuously and, combined with the lack of effective treatment strategies, it remains a
public health problem of severe importance. It is then evidenced that a better knowledge
of the molecular mechanisms involved in its development is needed, so that its diagnosis
can be improved and new targets for drug development can be discovered.

1.2.2 State-Of-the-Art

1.2.2.1 Network-based modelling

Many in vivo and in vitro experiments have been developed to identify the molecular
mechanisms involved in OA, but no consensus on its aetiology has been established [9, 12,
13]. Furthermore, the interplay of the different molecules that intervene in the regulation
of OA is so complex that making predictions under different conditions escapes from the
human abilities. Luckily, computer modelling provides a tool to simulate this intricate
interplay from a network perspective, the regulatory network-based models (NBMs) [26].
These models are based on the dynamical analysis of network graphs that represent more
of less phenomenological maps of knowledge. These maps define interactions among key
molecules and the overall regulatory system can be solved mathematically in a semi-
quantitative way. Accordingly, static representations of the chondrocyte metabolism could
be dynamically analysed through systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) or
logical statements [27].

Regarding this approach, Segarra et al. (2019) [15] proposed a computational study of
the dynamical behaviour of an OA regulatory NBM. The Authors created and optimized
a knowledge-based network of the chondrocyte considering the different activations and
inhibitions among signals (see Figure 3). Comparing the results of Segarra et al. (2019)
[15] work with multiplexed proteomics measurements [28] from chondrocyte and cartilage
in vitro cultures, and with literature-based chondrocyte’s behaviours, it was shown that
the obtained NBM reproduced well the biological response. Hence, the biochemical signals
and interactions proposed could be of great interest for in silico investigation of the
intricate processes involved in knee OA pathophysiology. Moreover, the regulatory NBM
of Segarra et al. (2019) [15] differs from other computational models as it incorporates key
soluble and measurable molecules that perturbate the expression of the chondrocytes at
the cell level, instead of less easily accessible intracellular transcription factors as proposed
by others [26]. Hence, the information from high-level protein model regulations can be
directly compared to measurements from chondrocyte cultures, cartilage tissue explants
and synovial fluid analyses in patients, making easier the coupling with models of greater
scales and patient data.

However, there are still limitations in the application of regulatory networks to study
the molecular mechanisms of OA. In fact, these models are sometimes based on experimen-
tal results of the literature that may be inconsistent and finally depend on the perspective
of the modeller. Furthermore, the results hardly ever are quantitative, which hinders the
integration of the cellular models to other quantitative models like Finite Element Mod-
els (FEM). That is, the biochemical and biomechanical integration to better define the
multi-aetiology of OA is hampered [27].
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Figure 3: Chondrocyte regulatory network. Directionality of the reactions is indicated by the
arrow. Type of reactions are specified by colours (in red inhibiting interactions and in green

activating interactions). Image from Segarra et al. (2019) [15]

1.2.2.2 Agent-based modelling

There are several reports on the use of agent-based models (ABMs) to simulate complex
systems [29–34]. ABMs are of great interest in the modelling of complex systems that are
still not fully understood, as far as there is no optimal behaviour defined that can be used
to develop a backward induction of the solution. In other words, ABM is a bottom-up
approach based on experimental and deductive data that allows to infer dynamic patterns
of behaviour [35].

ABM allows to locate computational objects called agents on space and time and let
them interact until a behaviour at the multicellular tissue level is generated. In the area
of biomedicine, this becomes helpful to translate the cellular and molecular interactions
to specific phenotypes that characterise, for example, a disease [36]. But scaling up from
the molecular to the tissue or organ level is not that easy, and often hybrid approaches
that describe intracellular networks by means of ODEs and use ABMs for the intercellular
level are needed [37].

It is interesting how, during the last years, the use of these hybrid models to link
biochemical interactions at the molecular level with biomechanics at the tissue level is
flourishing [29, 30, 38, 39]. For example, Baumgartner et al. (2020) [29] propose an
ABM to simulate intervertebral disc cell behaviour in a multifactorial environment that
indirectly considers biomechanics. However, what is interesting about this work towards
the development of a model for knee OA is that the influences of stimulus for mRNA
expression were governed by a regulatory NBM, as it happens with the profile of protein
expression of a chondrocyte developed by Segarra et al. (2019) [15].

1.2.3 Aim of the Bachelor’s Thesis

Considering that computational models are proving to be really helpful in the comprehen-
sion of the molecular mechanisms of OA, but that they are not focused on its integration
to multiscale modelling, a new model to understand the multi-aetiology of knee OA is pre-
sented. NBM to simulate chondrocyte activity has proven to be a useful tool, although
it has only considered single-cell level communication and has given semi-quantitative
results [15, 27]. Then, a method to integrate intercellular interactions and give a quan-
titative solution is needed, and here is where cell-cell interactions shall intervene. Using
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this paracrine regulation, it is possible to develop a secondary NBM that it is able to
activate and deactivate the nodes of the first model, as it happens in Baumgartner’s et al.
(2020) [29] work. Indeed, the present work seeks to develop a multiscale ABM which will
simulate a volume of the knee cartilage where its agents will be the chondrocytes, the only
cell type of this tissue. Cell information is then passed up the spatial scales by diffusion of
soluble mediators which will be used for spatial characterization of cartilage inflammation
as Shim et al. (2011) [40] did. This way, the model should be able to translate the steady
states calculated in a chondrocyte as the expression levels of the molecules that need to
be released to the ECM and communicate with other cells. Compared to previous work in
chondrocyte NBM and ABM, the present project proposes and unique integration of the
dynamic biochemical regulation of single chondrocytes and the effect thereof on collective
cell regulation in a representative volume of tissue. Such an approach uniquely allows the
further coupling of model inputs and outputs with patient molecular profiles.

All in all, a two-layers model to simulate the cartilage under OA at the multicellular
level will be presented and may be helpful to give quantitative results and link them to
multiscale modelling of the knee OA. Also, new experimental data regarding mRNA ex-
pression at the knee cartilage and protein concentrations at the synovial liquid is reported
to test the model.
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2 Methods

The open-source Java-based modelling system Repast Symphony version 2.8.02 was used
to create the model and run the simulations.

Figure 4: Methodology workflow. An ABM incorporating chondrocytes and soluble mediators
was created to represent a region of the knee cartilage. Chondrocytes are characterised by a

NBM that defines expression levels of the soluble molecules and that incorporates
environmental soluble mediators as an input. Thanks to interactions among soluble mediators

in the environment and the chondrocytes, external information such as biomechanics or
biochemistry profiles can be easily incorporated in the form of an interacting agent in the

model.

As shown in Figure 4, a multiscale ABM was created by means of agents represent-
ing the chondrocytes and molecules found at the knee cartilage. Each chondrocyte was
characterised by a NBM that determined the expression levels of the different molecules
and released them accordingly. Molecules were determined to be able to exhibit autocrine
and paracrine communication by interacting with the chondrocyte’s membrane.

Besides that, experimental data was collected to validate the model. On the one hand,
mRNA expression at the knee cartilage was determined by reverse transcription real-time
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR). On the other hand, protein expression
levels at the synovial liquid were quantified by both multiplexed immunofluorescence
assays and Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent Assays (ELISAs).

In the following subsections, more details on the creation of the model, the simulation
cases and the recollection of experimental data can be found.

2Repast Symphony Suite
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2.1 Model environment

Three different cartilage volumes (100.000 µm3, 300.000 µm3 and 1.000.000 µm3) were
represented as a cube of 1 million patches. Depending on the represented volume Vtotal
(µm3), each patch had a volume Vpatch (µm3) defined by equation (1) and an edge size
epatch (µm) defined by equation (2) (see Figure 5 for an example of how a chondrocyte
is created in the environment depending on the scaled sizes).

Vpatch =
Vtotal

Numberofpatches
(1)

epatch =
3
√
Vpatch =

3

√
Vtotal

Numberofpatches
(2)

Figure 5: 2D representation of a chondrocyte in the model. In this case, the model is
representing a cartilage volume of 300.000 µm3 (see Table 6 for scaling values). As explained
in Section 2.2.4, chondrocytes in the ABM are represented as cubes of edge length equal to
the diameter of the cell. In the figure, the actual chondrocyte is represented by a grey circle.
Its representation in the ABM is settled by the red patch, which represents its location by the
central point, and the yellow out-layer, which stands for the faces of the cube, representing the
cell membrane. To define the patches that the cube should occupy to represent a chondrocyte,
the 10 µm diameter is translated to the number of patches by the scale (1:0,67 in this case) and

the obtained number of patches are settled to be the edges of the volume.

Each time-step of the model, known as a “tick” in Java Repast environment, corre-
sponded to 1 minute in time, since this is the minimum unit to take into account molecules
half-life, as it is shown in the following subsections (see Section 2.2.3).

2.1.1 Boundary conditions

Considering the three represented volumes, the maximum edge is the one corresponding
to the 1.000.000 µm3 cube, which is of 100 µm edge, while the thickness of the knee
cartilage ranges between 1.69 to 2.55 mm [41]. Therefore, continuous boundary conditions
were assumed for the whole volume, considering that a central region of the cartilage is
simulated. In other words, any agent that exits the model by one of its faces, it will enter
by the opposite one keeping its properties.
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However, boundary conditions of a volume with edge length equal to the thickness of
the knee cartilage were also defined, although not used in the simulations. In this case, in
the area in contact with the bone agents would be bouncing, as they are not able to diffuse
through bony tissues. Otherwise, in the area in contact with the synovial liquid agents
would diffuse out of the cartilage. The four remaining faces would still be represented by
continuous boundary conditions, as the longitudinal area of the cartilage is much larger
than its thickness (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Boundary conditions of a volume comprising the total thickness of the cartilage.
The upper face, in contact with the synovial liquid, allows diffusion of the molecules; while the
bottom face, in contact with the bone, makes the molecules bounce. The rest of the faces are
defined by continuous boundary conditions. Images of the knee anatomy are adapted from

Healthwise staff.

2.2 Agents in the model

2.2.1 Type of agents

The ABM consists of two different types of agents: the chondrocytes and the soluble
mediators, which differ in its attributes and methods, that is, in its properties and func-
tions. The chondrocytes are static cells with ≈10 µm of diameter seeded homogeneously,
while soluble mediators are mobile proteins with ≈0.005 µm of diameter secreted by the
chondrocytes [2]. The soluble mediators include the cytokines; interferon gamma (IFN-γ),
interleukin 1-beta (IL-1β), interleukin 4 (IL-4), interleukin 6 (IL-6), interleukin 8 (IL-8),
interleukin 10 (IL-10), interleukin 13 8(IL-13), interleukin 17 (IL-17), interleukin 18 (IL-
18), leukaemia inhibitory factor (LIF), tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α); growth
factors: bone morphogenic protein 2 (BMP2), insulin growth factor 1 (IGF-1), trans-
forming growth factor beta (TGF-β), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF); and
other molecules: nitric oxide (NO) and prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), from the regulatory
network developed by Segarra et al. (2019) [15] able to exit the cell and produce auto-
and paracrine communication [42, 43].

Note that, while the size of the chondrocytes has a well established reference, soluble
mediators are not under the same condition. Ideally, the size of the proteins is determined
by its tertiary structure, but not many cases have its tertiary structure fully defined
because of the difficulty of establishing them. Then, soluble mediators were approximated
to be spheres of uniform density with a minimum radius Rmin (m) proportional to its
molecular weight3 M (Da=g/mol), as Erickson (2009) [44] work endorses (see equation

3Molecular weight for each protein was found at UniProt. See Table S1
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(3)). Due to the similarity of the radius for the different soluble mediators (see Table
S2) and because of the reduced scale that soluble mediators suppose when compared to
chondrocytes, its diameter was generalized to be 0.005 µm for simplicity of the model.

Rmin = 0.066M
1/3 (3)

2.2.2 Mobility of agents (diffusion)

As mentioned in the previous section, chondrocytes are static agents, as they barely
move through the cartilage due to its pericellular matrix that retain and protect them
from mechanical loads [45]. However, soluble mediators move randomly through the
cartilage and are in charge for the autocrine and paracrine communication. To resemble
this random movement to the physiological behaviour, the diffusion of these molecules
through the cartilage was defined as the distance that a soluble mediator could move in
one time-step.

To determine this diffusion, an analysis at the nanometric and intercellular levels was
used. At the nanometric level, the knee cartilage constitution can be considered similar
to the layered water [46]. Then, soluble mediators can be approximated as spherical
particles in water with low Reynolds number, which is perfect to determine the diffusion
coefficient Dwater by the Stokes-Einstein equation (see equation (4) and Table S3 for the
parameters).

Dwater =
kBT

6πηr
(4)

So far, the diffusion at the nanometric level is determined. However, the diffusion
at the intercellular level is needed. As cartilage at the tissular level can be considered
a porous material with a fluid volume fraction nf = 0.8, the effective diffusivity of the
particles could be determined by the empirical relation of Mackie & Meares (1955) [47],
that considers the porosity and tortuosity of the media by means of its fluid volume
fraction nf to determine the diffusion coefficient at the cartilage (Dcartilage) related to the
diffusion in water (Dwater) (see equation (5)) [48].

Dcartilage =

(
nf

1− nf

)2

Dwater (5)

With that, the diffusion coefficients were determined for each soluble mediator and
the distance that they were able to travel in one time-step could be determined by the
mean-squared displacement (MSD). The MSD considers the dimensions n in which the
movement happens, which in this model are 3, the diffusion coefficient Dcartilage specific
for each molecule and the time the molecule is moving t, which in the model are 60 seconds
corresponding to the time that represents each time-step (see equation (6)) (see Table
2).

MSD = 2nDcartilaget (6)

Finally, to implement the random movement in the model, the total distance that each
soluble mediator could move in one time-step was split in small size-steps of length equal
to the generalized 0.005 µm diameter of the soluble mediator. This way, directionality of
the soluble mediator was randomly changed at each size-step and the movement of the
soluble mediators had a defined distance but in a random trajectory for each time-step.
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Mobility of the soluble mediators

Molecule
Mean-squared displacement

(MSD) [µ m]
BMP2 4740
IFNγ 5450
IGF-1 5340
IL-1β 5040
IL-4 5540
IL-6 5270
IL-8 5980
IL-10 5390
IL-13 5630
IL-17 5540
IL-18 5320
LIF 5330
NO 16000

PGE2 10600
TGF-β 4740
TNF-α 5200
VEGF 5150

Table 2: MSD of the soluble mediators calculated by equation (6).

2.2.3 Half-life of the agents

Chondrocytes in adult cartilage are postmitotic stable cells for which this model does
not need to consider its natural half-life, as it will not be reached [49]. However, soluble
mediators have a much smaller half-life than mature chondrocytes, so they need the
determination of this parameter. Definition of these values was based on an extensive
search on the literature (see Table 3). To implement the half-life of the soluble mediators,
as introduced at the beginning of this section, the minimal value of the soluble mediators’
half-life determined the duration that each time-step of the model represents, so that all
soluble mediators survive, at least, one time-step.

2.2.4 Interactions between agents (autocrine & paracrine communication)

The presented model exhibits, in fact, two levels of regulation: the cellular and the in-
tercellular. Cell level information is regulated by the regulatory NBM of a chondrocyte
developed by Segarra et al. (2019) [15] which, at its turn, is passed to the intercellular
level thanks to the cell-cell communication of the chondrocytes, represented by the ABM.

Segarra et al. (2019) [15] NBM has proven to work correctly, and it seems to be a
good candidate to represent the behaviour at the single-cell level in an intercellular model,
mainly because the proposed regulatory network accounts for interactions at the cell level
instead of the intracellular level, which makes easier the coupling with environmental
signals. However, a better understanding on how the NBM is constructed needs to be
defined so that the ABM can implement it.
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Half-life of the soluble mediators
Molecule Half-life [minutes]
BMP2 [50]* 7
IFNγ [51] 36
IGF-1 [52] 660
IL-1β [53]*2 20
IL-4 [54] 19
IL-6 [55] 10
IL-8 [56] 240
IL-10 [57] 52
IL-13 [58] 240
IL-17 [59]*3 480
IL-18 [60]* 1560
LIF [61] 180

NO [62, 63]*4 70
PGE2 [64] 10

TGF-β [65]*5 50
TNF-α [66]*6 76
VEGF [67] 60

Table 3: Half-life of the soluble mediators in minutes.
(*in non-human primates; *2in rats; *3estimated from IL-12 subfamily; *4dependant on the
concentration; *5in human epidermal keratinocytes; *6estimated from mRNA half-life)

The NBM is based on a Boolean regulatory network representing a chondrocyte-
specific protein interactome, which does not take into account intermediate metabolites
for sake of simplicity when comparing with cell culture experimental data (see Figure 3
and Table S4). Modelling this network as a dynamical system should drive to clearly
identify its stable cellular states but, as for many regulatory networks, the underlying
biochemical reactions of the interactions in the network are not known, but only its con-
nectivity and possible directionality (see, for example, Mendoza et al. (1999) [68] or
Sánchez & Thieffry (2003) [69]). Luckily, the connectivity of the signalling is sufficient for
developing a semi-quantitative model of the regulatory network as proposed by Mendoza
& Xenarios (2006) [70]. Briefly, the Mendoza & Xenarios’ model proposes an ODE that
continuously regulates the expression of each node of the network (dxi

dt
) by an activation

function that integrates the total input to a node with a given gain and a term of decay
(see equation (7)).

To determine the nodal inputs (ωi), the influence of the activating (xan) and inhibiting
(xim) effects is integrated by means of intrinsic activation (αn) and inhibition (βm) weights.
Concretely, for the chondrocyte’s NBM, αn and βm were determined to be 0.1 so that the
response of the cell to external stimulus is a sigmoid, as it happens with the value of gain
h, which was established to be 10 [71].
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dxi
dt

=
−e0.5h + e−h(ωi−0.5)

(1− e0.5h) (1 + e−h(ωi−0.5))
− γixi (7)

with,

ωi =


(

1+
∑
αn∑
αn

)( ∑
αnxan

1+
∑
αnxan

)(
1−

(
1+

∑
βm∑
βm

)( ∑
βmxim

1+
∑
βmxim

))
§(

1+
∑
αn∑
αn

)( ∑
αnxan

1+
∑
αnxan

)
§§(

1−
(

1+
∑
βm∑
βm

)( ∑
βmxim

1+
∑
βmxim

))
§§§

where,
0 ≤ xi ≤ 1

0 ≤ ωi ≤ 1

h, αn, βm, γi, > 0

xan is the set of activators of xi

xim is the set of activators of xi

§ is used if xi has activators and inhibitors
§§ is used if xi has only activators
§§§ is used if xi has only inhibitors

Finally, the set of differential equations representing the network (one for each node)
are numerically solved by the Runge-Kutta (RK4) integration method, assuming that
initial conditions are known. The RK4 method is a fourth-order method based on the
well-known routine Euler method. The Euler method is able to solve the differential
equations as it follows: assuming that a starting point for the solution is known, the slope
of the derivative at this point is calculated. From here, the tangent line is drawn and,
taking a small step along this line, the slope is calculated again, and the process is repeated
iteratively until the differential equation is solved. Then, the smaller the step-size and
the larger the iterations, the more accurate the solution will be. The RK4 only differs
from this method in the calculation of the slope of the derivative, which is calculated in
four different steps that are finally averaged to give a unique integral solution, making
this way the truncation error of the process lower. In the present model, RK4 method
was used with a step size of 1 and 775 iterations, which was confirmed to be enough to
converge to the steady states. Default initial conditions were set according to the baseline
(healthy steady state) determined by Segarra et al. (2019) (see Figure 7) [15].

Although expression at the single-cell level can be described by the NBM, collective cell
behaviour must be taken into account to scale up to the tissue and organ levels. The ABM
is helpful to locate in temporal and spatial scales the chondrocytes, which integrate the
single-cell NBM previously described, solving it at each time-step; the soluble mediators
released by the chondrocytes, the quantity of which will depend on the expression level
that the NBM defines; and its interactions.

To simulate the communication, chondrocytes need to sense its environment. In the
ABM, interactions occur at the discretized space, that is, between the patches that con-
form the cubic volume representing a region of the cartilage. For coding simplification,
instead of spherical volumes, chondrocytes are represented as cubes with their edge size
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Figure 7: Healthy baseline of a chondrocyte [15].

equal to the diameter of the cell. Since cell interactions occur at the cell membrane,
chondrocytes will be able to sense the soluble mediators that are present only at its outer
layer (see Figure 5). When a patch of the outer layer of a chondrocyte has a soluble
mediator inside, the chondrocyte identifies which soluble mediator is in its membrane and
communicates with the NBM by clamping to the maximum expression the corresponding
node during the calculation of the expression levels of each node, instead of using the de-
fault value assigned by the baseline. This way, the phenotype of released molecules may
be changed and other nodes may be clamped, entering this way in a feedback between
the ABM and the NBM.

2.2.5 Normalization parameters

In order to be consistent with the cell density of the cartilage, which is of 10.000 chon-
drocytes /mm3, the number of chondrocytes for each simulated volume was calculated.
Similarly, the maximum concentration of soluble mediators in the cartilage is needed.
Soluble mediators releasing from chondrocytes is not a straightforward process. In fact,
there are many checkpoints that regulate, first, gene transcription from DNA to mRNA
and, second, its translation into proteins. Covering all of them is out of the scope of this
work, but an important one may be the shutdown of expression of soluble mediators from
chondrocytes when the ECM is saturated by the end-product of expression. To mimic this
behaviour, maximum concentrations of soluble mediators are described, so that releasing
of molecules stop when they are reached based on experimental data from Tsuchida et al.
(2014) [72] (see Table 4).

The maximum number of soluble mediators that a chondrocyte can release should
also relate to the experimental data from Tsuchida et al. (2014) [72] and the normalized
expression value from the NBM (the result of solving numerically Mendoza et al. (2006)
[70] equation (7)). In other words, the values of expression from the NBM, which are
normalized as a factor ranging from 0 to 1, need to be translated to the number of
released soluble mediators per time-step. For that, Tsuchida et al. (2014) [72] offers data
related to the mass of soluble mediators per milligram of DNA in the cartilage, which was
considered to be the number of released molecules if node expression was maximum [72].
Then, the data was converted to the number of molecules released per chondrocyte and
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it was related proportionally to the expression of each node of the NBM, as equation (8)
shows (see Table 4). Here, Ni relates with the number of molecules expressed, Xi with
the expression level found by solving the Mendoza & Xenarios’ equation and NMAX

i with
the number of molecules released at maximum node expression (that is, when Xi = 1):

Ni = Xi ·NMAX
i (8)

However, experimental data offered by Tsuchida et al. (2014) [72] do not cover all
the soluble mediators that are represented in the model. Moreover, due to the high
inter-variability of experimental data offered by different experimental sets, inferring the
missing values from other sources is not always possible. In fact, only values for the
IL-17 and IL-18 could be inferred from the experimental data obtained at the laboratory
to validate this model. For that, regression of soluble mediators concentrations at the
synovial liquid between Tsuchida et al. (2014) [72] results and lab-work results from the
present study was constructed (see Figure S1). The concentrations obtained for IL-17
and IL-18 were assumed to be comparable to the maximum concentration at the cartilage
by means of the cartilage density. Then, regression between the maximum concentration
of molecules at the cartilage and the number of molecules released by a chondrocyte was
constructed too (see Figure S2). With that, the number of IL-17 and IL-18 released by
a chondrocyte for 1 minute were obtained. The rest of soluble mediators, for which no
normalization parameters could be obtained, assumed the median of the values that were
available (see Table S5).

Normalization values for the soluble mediators

Molecule
Max. number of

molecules/cartilage µm3
Max. number of released

molecules/chondrocyte/min
BMP2 0,016930223 10,917946071
IFNγ 0,007737591 0,011217848
IGF-1 0,034651108 0,372429548
IL-1β 0,000495501 0,033294523
IL-4 0,000075740 0,002868931
IL-6 0,041139416 0,101454205
IL-8 0,895323482 120,95106746
IL-10 0,026216554 1,010723201
IL-13 0,033464440 257,722638467
IL-17 0,001259264 1,618233479
IL-18 0,009027895 0,958202729
LIF 0,106219565 11,059122440
NO 25,218755415 271,050774896

PGE2 2,147601731 23,082388634
TGF-β 0,017068060 0,183447233
TNF-α 0,79276516 0,020841230
VEGF 5,193145477 38,414133570

Table 4: Normalization values for the soluble mediators. Conversion factors for its calculation
for the simulations can be seen at supplementary equations (S1) and (S2).
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2.3 Experimental data

Experimental data presented in this project was obtained in collaboration with the In-
flammation and Cartilage Research Group from the Hospital del Mar Medical Research
Institute (IMIM) Centre4, under the context of the HOLOA project5. The clinical study
design included a total of 87 patients with OA, 51 women (27 under conservative treat-
ment and 26 suggested for TKA) and 37 men (23 under conservative treatment and 13
suggested for TKA). Mean age (SD) was 67.71 (4.87) and 67.69 (3.95) in the conservative
and TKA group respectively, and mean body mass index (BMI) (SD) was 30.45 (4.43)
and 31.93 (6.18), showing no significant differences between them. The evaluation of the
knee OA degree by the KL scale exerted by 3 different professionals and averaged did not
show significant differences between the two different treatment groups.

Although more factors were analysed in the clinical study, only the mRNA expression
profile of the knee cartilage and the protein concentration in the synovial liquid will be
presented in this report, since these measurements are the most informative to test and
validate the NBM and the coupled ABM.

2.3.1 mRNA expression profile of the knee cartilage

For patients from the TKA group, analysis of the mRNA expression profile at the cartilage
was available. To consider how the mechanical forces applied to knee could modify the
expression phenotype of the chondrocytes, 11 different punches of 6 mm diameter from
each knee cartilage were extracted, paying attention in its location so that it corresponded
to zones associated with high or low mechanical loads (see Figure 8). These zones were
determined accordingly to the FE model results from Adouni et al. (2014) [73], which
shows the distribution of forces in the meniscal and tibial cartilage during gait analysis.

Figure 8: Punches extracted from the left knee cartilage of one patient. (a) Shows the punches
extracted from the tibial plateau and (b) The punches extracted from the condyle. For each
figure, the antero-posterior (ANT-POST) and medial-lateral (MED-LAT) axis are indicated.

Knee cartilage punches were immediately treated with RNAase later after extraction
to prevent mRNA degradation and then cryopreserved at -80ºC until total RNA isolation

4Inflammation and Cartilage Research Group from IMIM
5HOLOA project
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was performed. The tissue was manually minced using a mortar and pestle frozen with liq-
uid nitrogen until powder-like texture was achieved. Thereafter, a commercial extraction
kit (RNAqueou-Micro Kit, Ambion) was used to isolate total RNA and DNAse digestion
was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions of the same kit. The resulting
total RNA of each sample was used to synthesize cDNA using reverse transcription proto-
col for SuperScript IV VILO master mix (Invitrogen) with cycling conditions as follows:
annealing at 25ºC during 10 min, reverse transcription at 50ºC during 10 min and finally,
enzyme inactivation at 80ºC for 5 minutes. Prior to RT-qPCR, preamplification of cDNA
targets was carried out according to TaqMan® PreAmp Master Mix instructions using
TaqMan® PreAmp Pools (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Finally, diluted preamplification
products (1:20) were mixed with TaqMan® OpenArray® Real-Time PCR Master mix
and RT-qPCR was performed using QuantStudio™ 12K Flex Real-Time PCR System.
Relative expression levels were calculated by the 44CT method using GADPH, Ppia,
RPL4, Tbp and YWHAZ as internal controls, and sample genes of the whole cartilage as
reference controls.

Depending on their expression level respect to the reference controls, genes were clas-
sified into three different groups: over-expressed, normal-expressed and under-expressed.
Moreover, mean values of the 2−44CT parameter, standing for relative fold gene expression
of the samples, were calculated.

2.3.2 Protein concentration at the synovial liquid

Protein concentration levels at the synovial liquid were determined for the 87 patients
included in the study. Total synovial effusion volume was extracted, prior to TKA in the
intervened patients, and cryopreserved until its analysis. Dilutions to establish the range
of concentrations that needed to be considered were performed prior to multiplexing im-
munofluorescence assays performed with 2 custom Procartaplex (Invitrogen), a Milliplex
TIMP Magnetic (Millipore) or performed with ADAMTS-4 and ADAMTs-5 ELISAs kits
(FineTest) following manufacturer indications. The list of analysed proteins and used
method can be found in Table S6. A replicate for each protein was measured in the
assays, so mean values between the replicates were calculated, as well as mean of the
total samples for each protein.

2.4 Simulation cases

2.4.1 Different environmental volumes

As detailed in Section 2.1, three different environmental volumes were simulated: 100.000
µm3, 300.000 µm3 and 1.000.000 µm3. Then, parameters previously described depending
on the size of the modelled region were calculated, as shown in Table 5. Figure 9 shows
the initialization at the 3D space of the 3 models.

Besides scaling the concentrations of agents in the model to the different volumes,
sizes also need to be scaled, since the number of patches composing the model are always
kept in 1.000.000 cubes. The size scale is given by the previously defined equations (1)
and (2). Table 6 describes the correlation between one patch of the model and one edge
of a path in the model and its simulated volume and length, respectively. Figure 5 shows
how a chondrocyte is represented by the patches of the model.
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Figure 9: Initialization environments for the three different simulated volumes: (a) 100.000
µm3, (b) 300.000 µm3, (c) 1.000.000 µm3

Max. number of soluble mediators
Simulated volume 100.000 µm3 300.000 µm3 1.000.000 µm3

Number of chondrocytes 1 3 10
BMP2 1.693 5.079 16.930
IFN-γ 774 2.321 7.738
IGF-1 3.465 10.395 34.651
IL-1β 50 149 496
IL-4 8 23 76
IL-6 4.114 12.342 41.139
IL-8 89.532 268.597 895.323
IL-10 2.622 7.865 26.217
IL-13 3.346 10.039 33.464
IL-17 126 378 1.259
IL-18 903 2.708 9.028
LIF 10.622 31.866 106.220
NO 2.521.876 7.565.627 25.218.755

PGE2 214.760 644.281 2.147.602
TGF-β 1.707 5.120 17.068
TNF-α 7.928 23.783 79.277
VEGF 519.315 1.557.944 5.193.145

Table 5: Normalization parameters of the soluble mediators: number of agents for different
cartilage volumes. Conversion for its calculation can be seen at equation (S3).

Scaling of the model
Environmental volume [µm3] 100.000 300.000 1.000.000

Volume/patch [µm3] 0.1 0.3 1
Length/edge path [µm] 0,464158834 0,6694329501 1

Table 6: Scaling of the model for the three different cases of simulation.
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2.4.2 Initialization with osteoarthritic phenotypes

Moreover, to test the model, four different cases derived from clinical data were proposed.
Synovial liquid protein levels were subdivided in 4 groups: KL=2 under conservative treat-
ment, KL=3 under conservative treatment, KL=2 under TKA and KL=3 TKA. Mean
values of the concentrations were obtained and are presented in Table S7. Therefore,
four different simulations were run, one for each group, on a cartilage volume of 300.000
µm3, initialized with three chondrocytes and the initial protein concentrations translated
to the corresponding number of molecules in the volume (see Table 7).

Initial number of soluble mediators to simulate patient-specific conditions

Molecule
KL=2 &

Conservative
KL=3 &

Conservative
KL=2
& TKA

KL=3
& TKA

IFNγ 129 176 148 197
IL-1β 56 56 56 56
IL-4 166 177 277 177
IL-6 1.064 1.623 789 2.933
IL-8 161 453 810 1.468
IL-10 48 39 38 49
IL-13 137 137 137 137
IL-17 288 342 136 212
IL-18 716 1.523 1.555 2.002
TNF-α 706 982 864 1.069
VEGF 7.387 16.595 21.291 16.255

Table 7: Initialization values for testing the model under patient-specific conditions.
Conversion factors for its calculation can be seen in equations (S2) and (S3).
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3 Results

3.1 Experimental data

3.1.1 mRNA expression profile of the knee cartilage

Although 56 genes were analysed, only data for those present in the NBM is shown (see
Table 8). From the 16 presented genes, 7 were classified as under-expressed and 7 as
over-expressed in comparison to the intrinsic controls. Moreover, mean expression of each
gene in terms of the 2−44Ct value are presented with respect to the reference controls.

mRNA expression at the knee cartilage
Gene Level of expression Mean 2−44Ct

ACAN Under-expressed 2,679291783
ADAMTs-4 Over-expressed 0,723075162
ADAMTs-5 Normal-expressed 2,898388793
BMP-2 Normal-expressed 34,94801298
COL-2α1 Under-expressed 24,92923533
IGF-β Over-expressed 2,476735956
IL-1β Over-expressed 0,126100789
IL-6 Over-expressed 0,36742785

MMP-1 Over-expressed 778,7424531
MMP-13 Over-expressed 1,681927178
MMP-3 Under-expressed 11,43694783
TGF-β Under-expressed 17,50251118
TIMP-2 Under-expressed 4,172397134
TIMP-3 Under-expressed 3,936279266
TNF-α Over-expressed 0,262645614
VEGF Under-expressed 3,273484135

Table 8: mRNA expression at the knee cartilage. Only genes found in the chondrocyte
regulatory network are presented (see Figure 3).

3.1.2 Protein concentration at the synovial liquid

As it happens for the mRNA, data for 29 different proteins was collected, but only the
ones present in the NBM are presented.

Table 9 shows the mean values among all the patients for the concentration of proteins
at the synovial liquid.

Table 7 shows also mean values, but in this case, patients are subdivided according to
their level of radiologic OA and prescribed treatment. Then, mean values are shown for
patients with KL = 2 and under conservative treatment, KL = 3 and under conservative
treatment, KL = 2 and under TKA, and KL = 3 and under TKA.

3.2 Agent-based model results

During the simulations, the ABM could display the number of the different soluble medi-
ators present in the environment, as well as its 2D and 3D location in a spatiotemporal
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Mean concentration at the
synovial liquid among all patients

Protein Mean concentration [pg/µL]
IFN-γ 28,16202904
IL-1β 14,27
IL-4 27,12550123
IL-6 387,5767973
IL-8 77,78461569
IL-10 7,641840324
IL-13 17,97
IL-17α 38,71117281
IL-18 298,4629449

MMP-1 12.225,00159
MMP-3 3.382,844153
MMP-13 49,25687716
TNF-α 206,4087705
VEGF-α 3.585,937254

Table 9: Mean concentration at the synovial liquid among all the recruited patients. Only
proteins found in the chondrocyte regulatory network are presented (see Figure 3).

domain for each time-step. Text and CSV files were created during the simulations offer-
ing information about node expression of the NBM and number of soluble molecules at
the ABM for each time-step.

3.2.1 Different environmental volumes

For the three different represented volumes, calculations were performed for more than
7 hours to achieve more than 100 time-steps in all cases, running with a computer with
12GB RAM, Intel(R) Core™ i7-7500U CPU @ 2.70GHz (dual core). The evolution of the
number of soluble mediators present in the environment for the 3 simulated cases is shown
in Figure 10. Although in the three cases the released agents are the same, differences
in the number of total agents are found. Concretely, the larger the volume represented,
the greater the number of chondrocytes and the greater the number of total molecules
released during the same time.

Figure 11 shows the level of activation of each node of the NBM against the baseline
by which the simulations were initialized. Steady states converge to the baseline itself and
are the same in the three simulations, for all the chondrocytes and for each time-step.

3.2.2 Initialization with osteoarthritic phenotypes

Although code and initial conditions were already set up for these simulations, results
cannot be shown because of the large computational time they supposed. In this case,
for the four different initial conditions, calculations lasted more than 4 hours to advance
only 1 time-step in the same computer as before (12GB RAM, Intel(R) Core™ i7-7500U
CPU @ 2.70GHz (dual core)).
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Figure 10: Number of molecules present in the ABM environment for volumes of (a) 100.000
µm3, (b) 300.00 µm3 and (c) 1.000.000 µm3. Simulations run for 7 hours, reaching different

number of time-steps. Only growth factors are shown, as other anti-inflammatory and
pro-inflammatory mediators were not present in the environment (not released).

Figure 11: Steady state of the nodal expression achieved in the 3 different simulations (full
color bars) compared with the baseline by which simulations where initialized (dashed lines

bars). Interleukins (ILs) and metalloproteinases (MMP) are averaged to a single node, as they
all had values near zero.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Main findings

Results of the ABM show correlation with the results of the single-cell NBM. The baseline
defined as the initial conditions to solve the NBM is kept throughout the whole simulation
in the three volumes represented (see Figure 7). This is not surprising since the baseline
corresponds to the healthy steady state of a chondrocyte. In fact, the only nodes corre-
sponding to soluble mediators considered to be active are the TGF-β and IGF-1 (node
expression ≥ 0.01). Then, the state of the chondrocytes cannot be perturbed, as long
as the nodes that could be clamped by the released soluble mediators are already at its
maximum expression at the stable state (see Figure 11). Hence, the only regulations
that can be appreciated in the model are the number of chondrocytes, as the higher their
number the greater the protein concentration; and the cytokine half-life, which effect is
especially clear for IGF-1 in the 100.000 µm3 volume: as early as 50 time-steps are reached
(IGF-1’s half-life), its concentration is stabilized because, for each new molecule released
in a time-step, an old one dies (see Figure 10). However, some fluctuations can still be
appreciated due to the assumption that, when a soluble mediator enters a cell, it dies.

Although only results for a healthy baseline are presented, the model is able to also
integrate pro-inflammatory inputs as initial conditions. With that, a completely catabolic
response is obtained, and the model seems to do nothing to counteract it. However, due to
the higher expression per time-step of catabolic soluble mediators, the number of agents
rapidly increase, and the simulation turns to advance really slow, and that is why data is
not shown, as it happens in the simulations with OA phenotypes (see Section 3.2.2). In
any case, the lack of a balancing response can be justified by looking at the interactions
in the regulatory network of the NBM (see Figure 3 ad Table S4). The only anti-
inflammatory nodes that could exit the cell and counteract the catabolic state are IL-4,
IL-10 and IL-13. However, IL-10 and IL-13 will only be activated if IL-4 is expressed,
and the latter one has no biochemical activators nor inhibitors, so a purely biochemical
network cannot activate its expression. Despite of that, it is known that IL-4 is produced
by chondrocytes when its mechanotransduction pathways are considered [74]. Therefore,
to easily prove that IL-4 could play a role in balancing the chondrocyte metabolism, the
biochemical phenotype characterised by the osmophysiologic properties of the cartilage
could be integrated in the ABM, probably leading to the release of IL-4 which would
exhibit its anti-inflammatory autocrine and paracrine response.

Based on the state-of-the-art research, despite the increasing number of works using
ABM for multi-scaling, the present work appears to be the first approach in using the
combination of NBM and ABM to represent the intercellular communication at the knee
cartilage at both the single-cell and multicellular levels, to later scale up to larger levels.
In fact, the only study found with the same aim is the one of Shim et al. (2011) [40],
which integrates organ, tissue and cell levels to explain a possible mechanism of initiation
of OA. However, Shim et al. (2011) [40] work only considers mechanical inputs to the
three levels of the model. Therefore, given the current directories on the multi-aetiology
of OA, and the great importance of pro-inflammatory mediators as triggering factors of
the disease, a model able to integrate both biochemical and mechanical information seems
crucial [9, 12, 13, 16].

For that, although the presented methodology is focused on the biochemical inter-
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actions at the knee cartilage, it should not be difficult to integrate the homogenized
mechanics present at the tissue level thanks to the ABM at the multicellular level. On
the one hand, chondrocytes could easily integrate mechanoreceptors as new nodes that
regulate the chondrocyte’s phenotype, and even incorporate transcription factors that re-
fine the behaviour of the model [75]. On the other hand, having a representation of a
tissue volume allows to determine the concentrations of structural proteins and determine
mechanic parameters of the tissue [40].

Moreover, synovitis is pointing out as an important factor in the development of
idiopathic OA [16]. Since the interactions in the present model are based at the cell level,
and not at the intracellular level as other studies of the biochemical regulation of OA, the
incorporation of external signals as the ones prominent from the synovium diffusion are
readily incorporated.

Regarding the experimental results, from the overall mRNA expression, it is interesting
to point out the over-expression of catabolic and pro-inflammatory mediators and the
under-expression of anabolic mediators and structural proteins, which could be expected
since only patients proposed for TKA, that is, with an advanced stage of OA, could be
analysed, as taking samples of the cartilage can only be done ex vivo. Then, the deviation
of the results from mRNA expression towards patients in need for TKA and the lack
of data for healthy controls highlights again the need of in silico models to study the
multi-aetiology of OA.

A question that may arise is why studying mRNA expression instead of directly protein
concentrations at the cartilage, as these results could better fit in the model. That is
because, firstly, mRNA identification is easier and cheaper than protein identification, as
it is present in larger concentrations and it is only encoded by 4 bases, instead of the 20
aminoacids that encode proteins. But secondly, and more importantly, gene expression
is a highly regulated process at different levels, and post-transcriptional mRNA is the
first gate of this regulation, so it is a great marker to know if special findings such as
low concentrations come from the gene expression or if other processes such as protein
degradation need to be considered.

4.2 Limitations & future work

The presented work is not only complex because it seeks to model a disease with multi-
aetiology at different levels, but also only at the single-cell level interactions are complex
and involve a lot of regulatory steps. Therefore, several assumptions and simplifications
were stated during the development of the bachelor’s thesis. In this section, different
simplifications and problems that came up while advancing with the project are presented
and focused to the refinement of a better model for future work.

In a first instance, the size of the simulated cartilage volumes needed to be defined.
Initially, a volume of one million µm3 was defined so that 10 chondrocytes could be repre-
sented in the ABM. However, the huge computational times required to solve each time-
step of the simulation leaded to compare the results with a model of three chondrocytes,
so that less agents were created, and computational time was reduced. Despite that, re-
sults regarding the chondrocyte’s phenotype under a healthy baseline do not differ among
the different volumes represented, although other simulation cases with different initial
conditions should be considered to assess the dependency on the number of chondrocytes
represented (see Figure 10).
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Moreover, defining a cube of one million µm3 as the portion of the cartilage, leads to
a thickness of 0.1 mm, which is not enough to consider the boundary conditions exerted
by the synovium and calcified zone, that is, the layers that compress the cartilage (see
Figure 6). Therefore, bigger volumes need to be simulated to study the effect of these
boundary conditions.

On top of that, the environmental volume was discretized into one million patches in
which interactions of the ABM took place. However, the real size of the soluble mediators
(≈0.005 µm diameter) could not be considered during interactions, as working in the
discretized space limits the minimum size of an agent to the volume of a patch. From the
cases simulated, the edges of the patches represented the shortest length in the discretized
volume of 100.000 µm3 (≈0.464 µm edge length), which still was two orders of magnitude
greater than it should to represent a single soluble mediator. This could have non-desired
influences in the probability of interacting with a chondrocyte. From here, one may
think that the solution is as simple as discretizing the volume into more patches of less
volume. But the problem comes due to computational power limitations, as no more than
one million patches could be used given the memory of the computer. Another possible
solution could be the representation of soluble mediators into clusters, although this is not
straightforward. The defined maximum concentrations of soluble mediators were lower
than the number of molecules that should conform a cluster in a patch. So, if these
maximums want to be kept, clustering is not an applicable option either.

From the points explained above, it can be drawn that computational power is a
limiting factor in the modelling approach. This is clearly identified by the times that the
different simulations lasted, being of hours to only calculate some hundreds of time-steps
in the comparison of environmental volumes, and not even calculating one time-step in 4
hours in the simulations with initial OA environments. This is probably because of the
computational workload that supposes creating an agent in the world and making it move
for each time-step, as simulations show an increase in the duration of a time-step while
more agents are present in the environment. Furthermore, significant results regarding
the phenotype of the disease should appear at least in months, due to the commonly
slow progression of OA. Then, it is evidenced that alternatives for the model to calculate
more time-steps in shorter times are needed, from which two are further developed in the
following paragraph as future work for the model enhancement.

On the one hand, the open-source toolkit Repast Symphony 2.8.0 was used because
of its widespread and capacity for large-scale agent modelling, as well as its Java-based
modelling system and libraries, which allows easily creating ABMs in a fully personalized
program by the user [33]. Interestingly, the toolkit has its equivalent in a C++-based
modelling system designed for use on high-performance computing (Repast for HPC6).
Translating the model into this new modelling environment should be really helpful in the
sense that the behaviour of the agents could be parallelized, largely reducing the compu-
tational time a time-step of the model lasts. In fact, the process of translating the code
into this new environment was started and it is currently being carried out. However,
such an extensive task requires of a non-available huge amount of time because of the
timings for the presentation of this report and the modelling and experimental workload.
On the other hand, a homogenized response can be defined after the computation of, for
example, 60 time-steps, which would be the equivalent to 1 hour. Then, this homogenized

6Repast Suite Documentation - HPC
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response can be used to rescale the temporal domain of the model, calculating the evolu-
tion per hour instead of per minute and reducing this way the time to reach simulations
representing larger periods.

Aside from computational power issues, other factors need to be considered. For ex-
ample, in the ABM, only chondrocytes and soluble mediators were represented as agents,
since the model was aimed at testing the effect of cell-cell communication. Nevertheless,
the inclusion of structural proteins as agents may be of great interest for future purposes
in which mechanics of the tissue need to be considered, so that their concentrations and
distribution can be used to determine mechanical parameters of the ECM. However, due
to the intricate distribution of structural proteins in the cartilage, their inclusion may
not be straightforward as for the soluble mediators. Moreover, chondrocytes were set in
the environment in a homogenized way, although altered distribution of the chondrocytes
among the cartilage is another factor characteristic of OA states. Therefore, a study un-
der different locations of the chondrocytes could determine relations between the state of
OA and chondrocyte distribution in the cartilage.

Regarding the parameters of the agents, half-life of the soluble mediators was consid-
ered, but not for the chondrocytes. Chondrocyte half-life does not need to be considered
because of its large lifetime, but apoptotic behaviour under the stresses produced by the
pro-inflammatory state of the cartilage may occur, although here it was not considered be-
cause the lack of apoptotic soluble mediators [76–78]. Hence, incorporation of intracellular
transcription factors could help defining the apoptotic state of the cells which probably
would carry several effects at later stages of the disease, as one of its characteristics is the
lack of chondrocytes at the cartilage.

To establish the diffusion of soluble mediators through the cartilage, Einstein diffusion
was assumed to be appliable at the ECM to calculate the diffusion coefficient. This means
that multiple-particle occupancy and uncorrelated random walks are considered. Despite
that, the high values obtained for the diffusion coefficients and, in consequence, the large
distance that soluble mediators diffuse in a minute –in the order of thousands of µm3–
indicate that these assumptions may be incorrect. While there is nothing that appears
to be wrong in considering uncorrelated random walks; multiple-particle occupancy may
be a source of errors. Depending on the molecular charge of the molecules, short-range
repulsive interactions may occur between adjacent molecules, so multiple-particle occu-
pancy cannot be considered. Then, occupancy in terms of diffusivity and mobility of the
particles should be taken into account to calculate the diffusion coefficient [79].

Finally, the values that characterise the number of released soluble mediators in the
model need to be commented. The NBM that characterises each chondrocyte is based
on a semi-quantitative dynamical study of its regulatory network. As far as there are no
rate constants for the expression of each node that allow to feed the Mendoza & Xenarios’
(2006) [68] equations up to the quantitative level, weaker formulations like the number of
molecules released per cell per minute from experimental data need to be considered, so
that the model can be scaled up to higher levels by means of the quantitative results [27,
70]. Moreover, besides not having values for all the soluble mediators and approximating
them by regression or the median –something that should be corrected–, the data was
extracted from in vitro experiments. Although these procedures are useful to get rid of
possible influences from the systemic level, the chondrocytes are submitted a series of
stresses that lead to a change in their phenotype, so inter-variability between experiments
and, of course, between physiological values appear [72].
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5 Conclusions

In this final bachelor’s thesis, a two-layer model is presented to better define the multi-
aetiology of OA. A dynamical system of the biochemical regulation of OA at the single-cell
level constitutes a NBM that defines the behaviour of a chondrocyte. Then, to scale-up to
the multi-cellular level, an ABM is proposed, so that cell-cell communication is performed
by the soluble mediators that chondrocytes release.

Therefore, this model offers a first step towards the multiscale modelling of knee OA,
showing a link between biochemical and biomechanical signals thanks to the representation
of a specific volume of the cartilage and to the location of the agents in space and time.

The use of experimental data is clearly necessary to test and validate the behaviour
of the model, and also to better define its parameters and assumptions. For that, mRNA
expression at the cartilage and protein concentrations at the synovial liquid were anal-
ysed, but its incorporation to the model could not be fulfilled because of the lack of
computational power.

In fact, there is some evidence that the model could better define catabolic states of
the cartilage, in which cell-cell communication may play a higher role according to the
interaction of the NBM. In any case, more simulations with a larger number of time-steps
are needed and, for that, it is evident that the model requires of a higher computational
power to achieve significant results. Then, future steps in the development of the model
should focus on translating it to an HPC environment, for which a Repast option is
already available. With that, significant results are expected to be achieved, in larger
time-scales which account from months to years. Moreover, once the model’s functionality
is confirmed, its space and time definitions make it an interesting starting point to relate
biochemical and biomechanical effects at the cellular level with mechanical forces at the
organ level, offering a new integrated point of view to reveal the multi-aetiology of OA.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Molecular weights of the soluble mediators

Molecule
Molecular mass
[Da = g/mol]

BMP2 44702
IFNγ 19348
IGF-1 21841
IL-1β 30748
IL-4 17492
IL-6 23718
IL-8 11098
IL-10 20517
IL-13 15816
IL-17 17504
IL-18 22326
LIF 22008
NO 30,01

PGE2 352,4
TGF-β 44341
TNF-α 25644
VEGF 27042

Table S1: Molecular weights (Da) of the soluble mediators extracted from UniProtI, except
for NOII and PGE2III (g/mol).

IUniProt; IINO molecular weight; IIIPGE2 molecular weight
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Minimum radius of the soluble mediators
Molecule Rmin [nm]
BMP2 2,342
IFNγ 1,772
IGF-1 1,845
IL-1β 2,068
IL-4 1,713
IL-6 1,896
IL-8 1,472
IL-10 1,807
IL-13 1,657
IL-17 1,714
IL-18 1,858
LIF 1,850
NO 0,205

PGE2 0,466
TGF-β 2,336
TNF-α 1,946
VEGF 1,981

Table S2: Minimum radius [nm] of the soluble mediators calculated by equation (3)

Parameters of the Stokes-Einstein equation
Parameter Units Value
kB (Boltzmann’s constant) Joules/Kelvin (J/K) 1,380649·10-23

T (Absolute temperature) Kelvins (K) 310,15
η (Viscosity) Pascals·Second (Pas) 6,990993·10-07

r (Radius) Meters (m) See Table S2

Table S3: Parameters used to solve Stokes-Einstein equation (4)
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Chondrocyte’s regulatory network
Nodes Activators Inhibitors
ACAN BMP-2, IGF-1, IL-4, IL-10, TGF-β PGE2, TNF-α

ADAMTs IL-6, NO -
BMP-2 - -
CASP-8 NO IL-10
COL2α IGF-1, IL-10 IL-1β, NO, TNF-α
CYCS NO IL-10
IFN-γ - -
IGF-1 - IL-1β, IL-6
IL1-β LIF, TNF-α BMP-2, IL-4, IL-13, TGF-β
IL-4 - -
IL-6 IL-8 IL-10, IL-13
IL-8 IL-1β, LIF, TNF-α IL-6, IL-10, IL-13
IL-10 IL-4 -
IL-13 IL-4 -
IL-17 - -
IL-18 IL-1β, NO IL-13
LIF - -

MMP-1 IL-1β TIMP
MMP-3 NO, TNF-α TGF-β
MMP-13 BMP-2, IL-1β, IL-8, IL-17, IL-18, TNF-α IL-13
MMP-14 IL-18, NO IL-10

NO IFN-γ, IL-1β, TNF-α IL-4
PGE2 IL-1β, IL-18 -
PGA IL-1β, TNF-α -
TGF-β - TNF-α
TIMP IL-6, TGF-β TNF-α
TNF-α IL-1β, IL-6, IL-17 IL-10, IL-13
VEGF ADAMTs, MMP-3, MMP-13, PGE2 IL-13

Table S4: Boolean regulatory network representing a chondrocyte-specific protein
interactome, expressed as a table (see Figure 3)[15].
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Normalization parameters

Tsuchida et al. (2014) [72] experimental data
Molecule Molecules pg/Cartilage g Molecules pg/DNA mg

BMP2 1.142,5* 6.483,613753*

IFNγ 226 173
IGF-1 1.142,5* 6.483,613753*

IL-1β 23 816
IL-4 2 40
IL-6 1.473 1.918
IL-8 15.000 1.070.000
IL-10 812 16.529
IL-13 799 3.249.000
IL-17 33,27519333** 22.577,662295**

IL-18 304,2733906** 17.051,744247**

LIF 3.529 194.000
NO 1.142,5* 6.483,813753*

PGE2 1.142,5* 6.483,813753*

TGF-β 1.142,5* 6.483,813753*

TNF-α 3.069 426
VEGF 212.000 828.000

Table S5: Values for concentration of proteins per gram of cartilage and concentration of
proteins per milligram of DNA, extracted from Tsuchida et al. (2014) [72].

*Values approximated to the median.
**Values obtained by inferring through regression (see Figure S1 & S2).

From concentration per mass to number of molecules per volume

The concentration of molecules per gram of cartilage was used to establish the maximum
number of molecules per µm3 of cartilage. For that, the following conversion factor was
used:

number of protein (P )molecules

µm3 cartilage (C)
=
X pg P

1 g C
· 10

−12 g P

1 pg P
· Bmoles P

A g P
·

· 6, 022 · 10
23molecules P

1mole P
· 1.1 g C
1 cm3C

· 1 cm3C

1012µm3C
(S1)

From concentration per milligram of DNA to number of molecules released
per chondrocyte

The concentration of molecules per milligram of DNA was used to establish the maximum
number of molecules released by a chondrocyte. For that, the following conversion factor
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was used:

number of released protein (P )molecules

1 chondrocyte (Chon.)
=

X pg P

1mgDNA
· 1mgDNA
109 pg DNA

· 6 pg DNA
1Chon

· 10
−12 g P

1 pg P
·

· Bmoles P

A g P
· 6, 022 · 10

23molecules P

1mole P
(S2)

Inferring the missing data

IL-17 and IL-18 maximum concentrations were determined inferring them by a regression
between Tsuchida et al. (2014)[72] data and experimental data of the presented clinical
study (see Figure S1). Releasing of IL-17 and IL-18 was also inferred by the regression
between concentration of protein per gram of cartilage and concentration of protein per
milligram of DNA (see Figure S2).

Figure S1: Linear regression between Tsuchida et al. (2014) [72] and present clinical study
protein concentrations at the synovial liquid.

However, the maximum number of molecules in the model depend on the volume of
cartilage represented. For that, the number of molecules per µm3 of cartilage was related
with the number of molecules for the whole volume by the following relation:

number of molecules at themodel =
number of molecules

µm3 cartilage
· volume represented (µm3)

(S3)
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Figure S2: Third grade polynomic regression between protein concentration per gram of
cartilage and protein concentration per milligram of DNA from Tsuchida et al. (2014) [72].

Experimental study supporting information

The synovial liquid concentration of soluble mediators was translated to the corresponding
number of molecules per µm3 of cartilage by the following conversion factor:

number of protein (P )molecules

mLsynovial liquid (SL)
=
X pg P

1mLSL
· 10

−12 g P

1 pg P
· Bmoles P

A g P
·

· 6, 022 · 10
23molecules P

1mole P
· 1mLSL

1012 µm3 SL

(S4)
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Multixplexing immunofluorescence assays methodology
Protein Method for multiplexing immunofluoresence assay
TIM-1 Milliplex TIMP Magnetic (Millipore)
TIM-2 Milliplex TIMP Magnetic (Millipore)
TIM-3 Milliplex TIMP Magnetic (Millipore)
TIM-4 Milliplex TIMP Magnetic (Millipore)
EOTAX Procartaplex (Invitrogen)1

IFN-γ Procartaplex (Invitrogen)1

IL-17α Procartaplex (Invitrogen)1

IL-18 Procartaplex (Invitrogen)1

IL-4 Procartaplex (Invitrogen)1

MIP-1α Procartaplex (Invitrogen)1

MMP-1 Procartaplex (Invitrogen)1

MMP-13 Procartaplex (Invitrogen)1

MMP-2 Procartaplex (Invitrogen)1

MMP-3 Procartaplex (Invitrogen)1

TNF-α Procartaplex (Invitrogen)1

VEGF Procartaplex (Invitrogen)1

IL-10 Procartaplex (Invitrogen)2

IL-12(P70) Procartaplex (Invitrogen)2

IL-13 Procartaplex (Invitrogen)2
IL-1β Procartaplex (Invitrogen)2

IL-1Rα Procartaplex (Invitrogen)2

IL-2 Procartaplex (Invitrogen)2

IL-5 Procartaplex (Invitrogen)2

IL-6 Procartaplex (Invitrogen)2

IL-8 Procartaplex (Invitrogen)2

LEPTIN Procartaplex (Invitrogen)2

MCP-1 Procartaplex (Invitrogen)2

MIP-1β Procartaplex (Invitrogen)2

RANTEs Procartaplex (Invitrogen)2

ADAMTs-4 ADAMTs-4 ELISA kit (FineTest)
ADAMTs-5 ADAMTs-5 ELISA kit (FineTest)

Table S6: Analysed proteins by multiplexing immunofluorescence assays and used
methodology.

1First customization of Procartaplex (Invitrogen);
2Second customization of Procartaplex (Invitrogen)
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Mean synovial liquid concentrations [pg/mL]

Molecule
KL=2 &

Conservative
KL=3 &

Conservative
KL=2
& TKA

KL=3
& TKA

IFNγ 20,79487326 28,30996022 23,74170015 31,61825758
IL-1β 14,27 14,27 14,27 14,27
IL-4 24,0443567 25,63579627 40,17124717 25,77836040
IL-6 209,4413261 319,670289 155,2782592 577,6006303
IL-8 14,82548841 41,77418384 74,6181959 135,2602347
IL-10 8,1088838 6,7065592 8,23601666 8,34072158
IL-13 17,97 17,97 17,97 17,97
IL-17 41,84378078 49,71391376 19,79590207 30,8719064
IL-18 132,7609359 282,3393098 288,2489445 371,1951421
TNF-α 150,260714 282,3393098 183,9001691 227,5800616
VEGF 1.658,674783 3.726,101877 4.780,425546 3.649,67782

Table S7: Mean synovial liquid concentrations in pg/mL of soluble mediators obtained from
the clinical study.
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Code for the model 

Chondrocyte agents 

package kneeOA_V1; 
 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.BMP2; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IFNG; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IGF1; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL10; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL13; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL17; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL18; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL1b; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL4; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL6; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL8; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.LIF; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.NO; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.PEG2; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.TGFb; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.TNFa; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.VEGF; 
 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import java.io.FileReader; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.PrintWriter; 
import java.math.RoundingMode; 
import java.text.DecimalFormat; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.Arrays; 
import java.util.HashMap; 
import java.util.List; 
import java.util.concurrent.ThreadLocalRandom; 
 
import repast.simphony.engine.environment.RunEnvironment; 
import repast.simphony.engine.schedule.ScheduledMethod; 
import repast.simphony.parameter.Parameters; 
import repast.simphony.space.continuous.ContinuousSpace; 
import repast.simphony.space.continuous.NdPoint; 
import repast.simphony.space.grid.Grid; 
import repast.simphony.space.grid.GridPoint; 
import repast.simphony.util.ContextUtils; 
import repast.simphony.util.SimUtilities; 
import repast.simphony.context.Context; 
import repast.simphony.query.space.grid.GridCell; 
import repast.simphony.query.space.grid.GridCellNgh; 
import repast.simphony.random.RandomHelper; 
 
public class Chondrocyte { 
 private ContinuousSpace<Object> space; 
 private Grid<Object> grid; 
 static int id; 
  
 // Get the interactions of the network from a .csv table. 



 static String location = 
"C:\\\\Users\\\\andre\\\\Desktop\\\\ABM_TFG\\\\"; 
 static String filename = "Interactions.csv"; 
 static String filenameBasline = "Baseline.csv"; 
 static String path = location + filename; // Directory of the network. 
 static String pathBaseline = location + filenameBasline; 
  
 // Initialize variables to solve Mendoza & Xenario's equation. 
 static final double DELTA = 1; 
 static final int h = 10; 
  
 // Declare global class variables. 
 static HashMap<String,Double> FinalSteadyStates = new 
HashMap<String,Double>(); 
 static ArrayList<String> NodeNames = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  
 static int NumOfNodes; 
 static double Mact [][]; 
 static double Minh [][]; 
 static double X[]; 
 static double baseline[]; 
 static int perturbatedNodes[]; 
 static double k1[]; 
 static double k2[]; 
 static double k3[]; 
 static double k4[]; 
  
 static StringBuilder sb; 
  
 static Parameters params = null; 
  
 // Initialize global class variables 
  
 public Chondrocyte (ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid) 
throws IOException { 
  this.space = space; 
  this.grid = grid; 
   
  params = RunEnvironment.getInstance().getParameters(); 
  NumOfNodes = extractNumOfNodes(path); 
  NodeNames = readNodeNames(path); 
  baseline = readBaseline(pathBaseline, NumOfNodes); 
  Mact = readActivators(path, NumOfNodes); 
  Minh = readInhibitors(path, NumOfNodes); 
  X = new double[NumOfNodes]; 
   
  sb = new StringBuilder(); 
   
  perturbatedNodes = new int[NumOfNodes]; 
 } 
  
 /* 
  * @throws IOException 
  
*****************************************************************************
******************************************* 
  * Solve the system ODE (Mendoza & Xenario's equation) and updates the 
environment by adding cytokines in answer to the * 



  *                                    perception of the chondrocytes.                                                   
* 
  
*****************************************************************************
******************************************* 
  */ 
  
 @ScheduledMethod(start = 1, interval = 1, shuffle = true)  
 public void Mendoza() throws IOException{   
  @SuppressWarnings("unchecked") 
  Context<Object> context = ContextUtils.getContext(this); 
  NdPoint pt1 = space.getLocation(this); 
  
  /* 
   
***************************************************************************** 
   ************** Finding perturbated nodes at the initial state 
*************** 
   
***************************************************************************** 
   */ 
   // Get the grid location of this chondrocyte 
   GridPoint pt = grid.getLocation(this); 
    
   // Use the GridCellNgh class to create GridCells for the 
surrounding neighborhood 
   int auxRadius = 5; // determines the radius of the 
chondrocyte translated in the number of cells (depends on the size the 
environment represents) 
   GridCellNgh <Cytokine> nghCreator = new GridCellNgh 
<Cytokine>(grid, pt, Cytokine.class, auxRadius, auxRadius, auxRadius); 
   List<GridCell<Cytokine>> gridCells = 
nghCreator.getNeighborhood(false); 
   SimUtilities.shuffle(gridCells, 
RandomHelper.getUniform()); 
    
   // See if there are cytokines in the neighborhood to 
perturbate the nodes of the network. If they are inside the chondrocyte, die 
   for (int i = 0; i < NumOfNodes; i++) { 
    perturbatedNodes[i] = 0; 
   } 
    
   for (GridCell<Cytokine> cell : gridCells ) { 
    cell.items().forEach( (perturbator) -> { 
     NdPoint ptPerturbator = 
space.getLocation(perturbator); 
     if ((ptPerturbator.getX() - pt1.getX()) < 
auxRadius) { 
      perturbator.die(); 
     } else { 
      for(int i = 0; i < NumOfNodes; i++) { 
      
 if(perturbator.whatIsTheClass().equals(NodeNames.get(i))) { 
        perturbatedNodes[i] = 1; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    }); 
   } 



    
    
   // Create the initial state (1 if the node is perturbated, 
baseline if not) 
   for (int i = 0; i < NumOfNodes; i++) { 
    if(perturbatedNodes[i] == 1) { 
     X[i] = 1; 
    } else { 
     X[i] = baseline[i]; 
    } 
   } 
   
    
    
  /* 
   
***************************************************************************** 
   * SOLIVING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ACCORDING TO MENDOZA ET AL. 
by RK4 method * 
   
***************************************************************************** 
   */ 
  
   for (int time = 0; time < 750; time ++) {  
    
   // k1 calculus 
    k1 = f_i(X, Mact, Minh, h, NumOfNodes); 
   
   // k2 calculus 
    double[] k2factor = new double[NumOfNodes]; 
     for (int i = 0; i < NumOfNodes; i++) { 
      k2factor[i] = X[i] + k1[i]*0.5; 
     } 
    k2 = f_i(k2factor, Mact, Minh, h, NumOfNodes); 
     
   // k3 calculus 
    double[] k3factor = new double[NumOfNodes]; 
     for (int i = 0; i<NumOfNodes; i++) { 
      k3factor[i] = X[i] + k2[i]*0.5; 
     } 
    k3 = f_i(k3factor,Mact,Minh,h,NumOfNodes); 
   
   // k4 calculus 
    double[] k4factor = new double[NumOfNodes]; 
     for (int i = 0; i<NumOfNodes; i++) { 
      k4factor[i] = X[i] + k3[i]; 
     } 
    k4 = f_i(k4factor,Mact,Minh,h,NumOfNodes); 
    
   
   // X[i] for each time step adding the possible 
perturbations 
     
    for (int i = 0 ; i<NumOfNodes; i++) { 
     X[i] = X[i] + (k1[i] + 2.0*k2[i] + 2.0*k3[i] 
+ k4[i])/6.0; 
     if(perturbatedNodes[i] == 1) { 
      X[i] = 1; 
     } 



    } 
   } 
    
 
  /* 
   
***************************************************************************** 
   * ADDING AGENTS TO THE SPACE ACCORDING TO THE CALCULATED STEADY 
STATES * 
   
***************************************************************************** 
   */ 
    
   // Counting the number of cytokines in the environment to 
determine if new ones need to be created 
    
   int numberOfBMP2 = 0; 
   int numberOfIFNg = 0; 
   int numberOfIGF1 = 0; 
   int numberOfIL10 = 0; 
   int numberOfIL13 = 0; 
   int numberOfIL17 = 0; 
   int numberOfIL18 = 0; 
   int numberOfIL1b = 0; 
   int numberOfIL4 = 0; 
   int numberOfIL6 = 0; 
   int numberOfIL8 = 0; 
   int numberOfLIF = 0; 
   int numberOfNO = 0; 
   int numberOfPEG2 = 0; 
   int numberOfTGFb = 0; 
   int numberOfTNFa = 0; 
   int numberOfVEGF = 0; 
    
   for(Object obj : context) { 
    if(obj instanceof Cytokine.BMP2) { 
     numberOfBMP2 = numberOfBMP2 + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.IFNG) { 
     numberOfIFNg = numberOfIFNg + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.IGF1) { 
     numberOfIGF1 = numberOfIGF1 + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.IL10) { 
     numberOfIL10 = numberOfIL10 + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.IL13) { 
     numberOfIL13 = numberOfIL13 + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.IL17) { 
     numberOfIL17 = numberOfIL17 + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.IL18) { 
     numberOfIL18 = numberOfIL18 + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.IL1b) { 
     numberOfIL1b = numberOfIL1b + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.IL4) { 
     numberOfIL4 = numberOfIL4 + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.IL6) { 
     numberOfIL6 = numberOfIL6 + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.IL8) { 
     numberOfIL8 = numberOfIL8 + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.LIF) { 
     numberOfLIF = numberOfLIF + 1; 



    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.NO) { 
     numberOfNO = numberOfNO + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.PEG2) { 
     numberOfPEG2 = numberOfPEG2 + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.TGFb) { 
     numberOfTGFb = numberOfTGFb + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.TNFa) { 
     numberOfTNFa = numberOfTNFa + 1; 
    } else if(obj instanceof Cytokine.VEGF) { 
     numberOfVEGF = numberOfVEGF + 1; 
    } 
   } 
    
   // Adding cytokines to the environment if the maximum is 
not reached 
    
   int cartilageVolume = 1000000; // defines the cartilage 
volume in um3 depending on the cell density (10000 cells/mm3) 
   double startExpressing = 0.01; // defines the expression 
threshold for which a node starts releasing soluble mediators 
    
   for (int i = 0 ; i < NumOfNodes; i++) { 
     
    if (i == 2 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfBMP2 <= (int) Math.round(0.0169302*cartilageVolume)){ 
       
      int halfLifeBMP2 = 2; 
      int diffusionBMP2 = 4730; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*10.917946)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       BMP2 bmp2 = new BMP2(space, 
grid, halfLifeBMP2, diffusionBMP2); 
       context.add(bmp2); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 



         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(bmp2, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(bmp2); 
       grid.moveTo(bmp2, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      }  
      
    } else if ( i == 6 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfIFNg < (int) Math.round(0.0077376*cartilageVolume)){ 
       
      int halfLifeIFNG = 36; 
      int diffusionIFNG = 5440; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*0.011217848)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       IFNG ifng = new IFNG(space, 
grid, halfLifeIFNG, diffusionIFNG); 
       context.add(ifng); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 



         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(ifng, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(ifng); 
       grid.moveTo(ifng, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
     
      
    } else if (i == 7 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfIGF1 <= (int) Math.round(0.0346511*cartilageVolume)){ 
        
      int halfLifeIGF1 = 660; 
      int diffusionIGF1 = 5330; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*0.3724295)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       IGF1 igf1 = new IGF1(space, 
grid, halfLifeIGF1, diffusionIGF1); 
       context.add(igf1); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 



         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(igf1, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(igf1); 
       grid.moveTo(igf1, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
       
    } else if (i == 8 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfIL10 < (int) Math.round(0.0262166*cartilageVolume)){ 
       
      int halfLifeIL10 = 52; 
      int diffusionIL10 = 5390; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*1.010723201)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       IL10 il10 = new IL10(space, 
grid, halfLifeIL10, diffusionIL10); 
       context.add(il10); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 



       space.moveTo(il10, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(il10); 
       grid.moveTo(il10, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
        
    }  else if (i == 9 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfIL13 < (int) Math.round(0.0334644*cartilageVolume)){ 
       
      int halfLifeIL13 = 240; 
      int diffusionIL13 = 5630; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*257.7226385)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       IL13 il13 = new IL13(space, 
grid, halfLifeIL13, diffusionIL13); 
       context.add(il13); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(il13, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(il13); 



       grid.moveTo(il13, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
        
    } else if (i == 10 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfIL17 <= (int) Math.round(0.0012593*cartilageVolume)){ 
  
      int halfLifeIL17 = 480; 
      int diffusionIL17 = 5530; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*1.6182335)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       IL17 il17 = new IL17(space, 
grid, halfLifeIL17, diffusionIL17); 
       context.add(il17); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(il17, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(il17); 
       grid.moveTo(il17, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
        



    } else if (i == 11 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfIL18 <= (int) Math.round(0.0090279*cartilageVolume)){ 
     
      int halfLifeIL18 = 1560; 
      int diffusionIL18 = 5310; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*0.9582027)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       IL18 il18 = new IL18(space, 
grid, halfLifeIL18, diffusionIL18); 
       context.add(il18); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(il18, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(il18); 
       grid.moveTo(il18, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
       
    } else if (i == 12 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfIL1b < (int) Math.round(0.0004955*cartilageVolume)){ 
     
      int halfLifeIL1b = 20; 



      int diffusionIL1b = 5040; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*0.033294523)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       IL1b il1b = new IL1b(space, 
grid, halfLifeIL1b, diffusionIL1b); 
       context.add(il1b); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(il1b, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(il1b); 
       grid.moveTo(il1b, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
        
    } else if (i == 13 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfIL4 < (int) Math.round(0.0000757398*cartilageVolume)){ 
       
      int halfLifeIL4 = 19; 
      int diffusionIL4 = 5530; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*0.002868931)); 



      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       IL4 il4 = new IL4(space, grid, 
halfLifeIL4, diffusionIL4); 
       context.add(il4); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(il4, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(il4); 
       grid.moveTo(il4, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
       
    } else if (i == 14 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfIL6 < (int) Math.round(0.0411394*cartilageVolume)){ 
       
      int halfLifeIL6 = 10; 
      int diffusionIL6 = 5260; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*0.101454205)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       IL6 il6 = new IL6(space, grid, 
halfLifeIL6, diffusionIL6); 



       context.add(il6); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(il6, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(il6); 
       grid.moveTo(il6, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
       
    } else if (i == 15 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfIL8 < (int) Math.round(0.8953235*cartilageVolume)){ 
     
      int halfLifeIL8 = 240; 
      int diffusionIL8 = 5970; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*120.9591067)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       IL8 il8 = new IL8(space, grid, 
halfLifeIL8, diffusionIL8); 
       context.add(il8); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 



       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(il8, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(il8); 
       grid.moveTo(il8, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
       
    } else if (i == 16 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfLIF < (int) Math.round(0.1062196*cartilageVolume)){ 
     
      int halfLifeLIF = 180; 
      int diffusionLIF = 5330; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*11.05912244)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       LIF lif = new LIF(space, grid, 
halfLifeLIF, diffusionLIF); 
       context.add(lif); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 



       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(lif, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(lif); 
       grid.moveTo(lif, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
       
    } else if (i == 21 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfNO <= (int) Math.round(25.218755*cartilageVolume)){ 
    
      int halfLifeNO = 70; 
      int diffusionNO = 16000; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*271.05077)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       NO no = new NO(space, grid, 
halfLifeNO, diffusionNO); 
       context.add(no); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 



       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(no, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(no); 
       grid.moveTo(no, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
       
    } else if (i == 22 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfPEG2 <= (int) Math.round(2.1476017*cartilageVolume)){ 
     
      int halfLifePEG2 = 10; 
      int diffusionPEG2 = 10600; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*23.082389)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       PEG2 peg2 = new PEG2(space, 
grid, halfLifePEG2, diffusionPEG2); 
       context.add(peg2); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 



        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(peg2, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(peg2); 
       grid.moveTo(peg2, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
     
    } else if (i == 24 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfTGFb <= (int) Math.round(0.0170681*cartilageVolume)){ 
     
      int halfLifeTGFb = 50; 
      int diffusionTGFb = 4740; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*0.1834472)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       TGFb tgfb = new TGFb(space, 
grid, halfLifeTGFb, diffusionTGFb); 
       context.add(tgfb); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 



        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(tgfb, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(tgfb); 
       grid.moveTo(tgfb, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
       
    } else if (i == 26 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfTNFa < (int) Math.round(0.0792765*cartilageVolume)){ 
     
      int halfLifeTNFa = 76; 
      int diffusionTNFa = 5190; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*0.02084123)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       TNFa tnfa = new TNFa(space, 
grid, halfLifeTNFa, diffusionTNFa); 
       context.add(tnfa); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 



       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(tnfa, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(tnfa); 
       grid.moveTo(tnfa, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
       
    } else if (i == 27 && X[i] > startExpressing && 
numberOfVEGF < (int) Math.round(5.1931455*cartilageVolume)){ 
     
      int halfLifeVEGF = 60; 
      int diffusionVEGF = 5150; 
      int numberOfMolecules = (int) 
(Math.ceil(X[i]*38.41413357)); 
      for(int a = 0; a < numberOfMolecules; 
a++) { 
       VEGF vegf = new VEGF(space, 
grid, halfLifeVEGF, diffusionVEGF); 
       context.add(vegf); 
       double xDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double yDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double zDisplacement = 
ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextDouble(-(auxRadius + 1), auxRadius + 1); 
       double randomNumber1 = 
Math.random(); 
       double randomNumber2 = 
Math.random(); 
       if(randomNumber1 < 1/2) { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = -
(auxRadius + 1); 
        } 
       } else { 
        if(randomNumber2 < 1/3) { 
         xDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 



        } else if(randomNumber2 
>= 1/3 && randomNumber2 < 2/3) { 
         yDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } else { 
         zDisplacement = 
auxRadius + 1; 
        } 
       } 
       space.moveTo(vegf, pt1.getX() + 
xDisplacement, pt1.getY() + yDisplacement, pt1.getZ() + zDisplacement); 
       NdPoint newpt1 = 
space.getLocation(vegf); 
       grid.moveTo(vegf, (int) 
newpt1.getX(), (int) newpt1.getY(), (int) newpt1.getZ()); 
      } 
    } 
   } 
    
   /* 
    
*****************************************************************************
****** 
    * WRITING THE STEADY STATES IN A CSV TABLE FOR EACH 
CHONDROCYTE AT EACH TIME STEP * 
    
*****************************************************************************
****** 
    */ 
    
   try (PrintWriter writer = new PrintWriter(new 
File("NodeExpression.csv"))) { 
    DecimalFormat df = new 
DecimalFormat("#.##########"); 
    df.setRoundingMode(RoundingMode.CEILING); 
         for (int i = 0 ; i < NumOfNodes; i++) { 
          if(i == NumOfNodes-1) { 
           sb.append(df.format(X[i])); 
           sb.append('\n'); 
          } else { 
           sb.append(df.format(X[i])); 
           sb.append(";"); 
          } 
         } 
 
         writer.write(sb.toString()); 
 
       } catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 
         System.out.println(e.getMessage()); 
       } 
  } 
   
 /** 
  
*****************************************************************************
*********** 
  * Compute the derivative at each time step for every node from 
Medoza's et al equation *  



  
*****************************************************************************
*********** 
  **/ 
  
 public static double[] f_i (double[] X_i, double[][] Mact, double[][] 
Minh, int h, int NumOfNodes) { 
  
  double[] w = new double[NumOfNodes]; // total input of a node, 
one per node = vector. 
  double[] f = new double[NumOfNodes]; // the derivative (one 
derivative for each node in the network). 
  double[] Ract = new double[NumOfNodes]; // It will change for 
each node, the combination of activating links for a node. 
  double[] Rinh = new double[NumOfNodes]; // It will change for 
each node, the combination of inhibiting links for a node. 
  int[] gamma = new int[NumOfNodes]; 
   
  Arrays.fill(gamma,1); 
   
  /* 
   
***************************************************************************** 
   ***  CALCULATING THE WEIGHTS EQUIVALENT TO THE TOTAL INPUT FOR 
EACH NODE  *** 
   
***************************************************************************** 
   */ 
   
   for (int i = 0; i < NumOfNodes; i++) { 
    // Summing the interactions that arrive at each 
node (1), 
    // extracting row by row (Ract ant Rinh) (2) and 
    // summing the activators at sumRact/Rinh (3). 
     Ract = Mact[i]; 
      double sumAlfa = 0; 
       for (int j = 0 ; j < 
Ract.length; j++) { // sum Ract 
        sumAlfa = sumAlfa + 
Ract[j]; 
       } 
      double sumAlphaX = 0; 
      
     Rinh=Minh[i]; 
      double sumBeta   = 0; 
       for (int j = 0 ; j < 
Rinh.length; j++) { // sum Rinh 
        sumBeta = sumBeta + 
Rinh[j]; 
       } 
      double sumBetaX = 0; 
      
    // Calculate the weight (depending on having 
activators, inhibitors, both or none). 
     // Node i has no inhibitors and at least 1 
activator 
      if (sumBeta == 0 && sumAlfa > 0) {  
       // Calculate the sum 
alpha(i)*x(i) by looping through each element of Ract 



       for (int k = 0 ; k < 
Ract.length; k++) { 
        sumAlphaX  = sumAlphaX + 
Ract[k]*(X_i[k]);  
       } 
        
       // Calculate the weight 
        w[i] = 
((1+sumAlfa)/(sumAlfa))*((sumAlphaX)/(1+sumAlphaX)); 
      
     // Node i has no activators and at least 1 
inhibitor 
      } else if (sumBeta > 0 && sumAlfa==0) 
{ 
       // Calculate the sum 
beta(i)*x(i) by looping through each element of Rinh 
        for (int k = 0 ; k < 
Rinh.length; k++) { 
         sumBetaX  = 
sumBetaX + Rinh[k]*(X_i[k]);  
        } 
        
       // Calculate the weight 
        w[i]=1-
((1+sumBeta)/(sumBeta))*((sumBetaX)/(1+sumBetaX)); 
         
     // Node i has at least one activator and one 
inhibitor 
      } else if (sumBeta > 0 && sumAlfa > 0) 
{   
       // Calculate the sum 
alpha(i)*X(i) and beta(i)*X(i) by looping through each element of Ract and 
Rinh 
        for (int k = 0 ; k < 
Ract.length; k++) { 
         sumAlphaX=sumAlphaX 
+ Ract[k]*(X_i[k]); 
        } 
        for (int k = 0 ; k < 
Rinh.length; k++) { 
         
 sumBetaX=sumBetaX + Rinh[k]*(X_i[k]); 
        } 
        
       // Calculate the weight 
       
 w[i]=(((1+sumAlfa)/sumAlfa)*(sumAlphaX/(1+sumAlphaX)))*(1-
((1+sumBeta)/(sumBeta))*(sumBetaX/(1+sumBetaX))); 
          
     // Node i has no activators nor inhibitors 
      } else { 
       w[i]=0; 
      } 
   
    // Compute the derivative for node i 
       
     f[i]=DELTA*((-Math.exp(0.5*h)+Math.exp(-
h*(w[i]-0.5)))/((1-Math.exp(0.5*h))*(1+Math.exp(-h*(w[i]-0.5))))-
gamma[i]*(X_i[i])); 



    
   } 
   
  return f; // a vector with the computed derivatives of each 
node  
   
 } 
 
  
 /** 
  * ******************************************************************* 
* 
  *  Reading the baseline of the .csv file and putting it into a string 
* 
  * ******************************************************************* 
* 
  */ 
  
 public static double[] readBaseline(String pathBaseline, int 
NumOfNodes) throws IOException { 
   
  double[] baseline = new double[NumOfNodes]; 
  String line = ""; 
  BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new 
FileReader(pathBaseline)); 
  ArrayList<String> baselineList = new ArrayList<String>();   
   
  while((line = br.readLine())!=null) { 
    
   // Read each line of the network. 
       baselineList.add(line); 
 
  } 
   
  baselineList.remove(0); 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < NumOfNodes; i++) { 
   baseline[i] = Double.parseDouble(baselineList.get(i)); 
  } 
   
  br.close(); 
  return baseline; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  ******************************************************************* 
  * Reading the nodes of the .csv file and putting them in a string * 
  ******************************************************************* 
  **/ 
  
 public static ArrayList<String> readNodeNames(String path) throws 
IOException { 
   
  String line = ""; 
  BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(path)); 
  ArrayList<String> dataList = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  ArrayList<String> NodeNames = new ArrayList<String>();   
   
  while((line = br.readLine())!=null) { 



    
   // Read each line of the network. 
       dataList.add(line); 
  
      // Extract information of each column. 
       String[] columns = line.split(";"); 
 
      // In the first column there are the nodes (the names).   
       NodeNames.add(columns[0]);  
  } 
   
  br.close(); 
   
  // Removing the first line, where there are the categories of 
each column. 
   NodeNames.remove(0);     
   
  return NodeNames; 
 } 
 
  
 /** 
  
*****************************************************************************
****************  
  * Transform the activating links into a binary matrix of dimensions 
NumOfNodes x NumOfNodes *  
  
*****************************************************************************
**************** 
  */ 
  
 public static double[][] readActivators(String path, int NumOfNodes) 
throws IOException { 
  double [][] activatorsMatrix = new double 
[NumOfNodes][NumOfNodes]; 
  String line= ""; 
  BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(path)); 
  ArrayList<String> dataList   = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  ArrayList<String> NodeNames  = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  ArrayList<String> Activators = new ArrayList<String>(); 
   
   
  while((line = br.readLine())!=null) { 
   // Read each line of the network. 
       dataList.add(line); 
  
   
      // Extract information of each column. 
       String[] columns = line.split(";"); 
      // In the first column there are the nodes.  
       NodeNames.add(columns[0]); 
      // In the second there are the activating interactions for 
the node 
       Activators.add(columns[1]); 
  } 
   
  br.close(); 
   



  // Removing the first line, where there are the categories of 
each column. 
   NodeNames.remove(0);     
   Activators.remove(0); 
    
  // Transform the network into a binary system, where there will 
be two matrices NumOfNodes dimensional containing the activating and 
inhibiting links. 
   
   for (int i = 0; i < NumOfNodes; i++) { 
     
    // For activators 
    String node = Activators.get(i); 
    String[] arr = node.split(","); 
    double[] PresentInNode = new double[NumOfNodes]; 
     
     for (int j = 0; j < arr.length; j++ ) { 
      for (int k = 0; k < NodeNames.size(); 
k++){ 
       if 
(arr[j].equals(NodeNames.get(k))) { 
        PresentInNode[k] = 1; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
     activatorsMatrix[i] = PresentInNode; 
   } 
  return activatorsMatrix; 
 }  
  
  
 /** 
 **********************************************************************
***********************  
 * Transform the inhibiting links into a binary matrix of dimensions 
NumOfNodes x NumOfNodes *  
 **********************************************************************
*********************** 
 **/ 
  
 public static double[][] readInhibitors(String path, int NumOfNodes) 
throws IOException { 
  double [][] inhibitorsMatrix = new double 
[NumOfNodes][NumOfNodes];  
  String line= ""; 
  BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(path)); 
  ArrayList<String> dataList   = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  ArrayList<String> NodeNames  = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  ArrayList<String> Inhibitors = new ArrayList<String>(); 
   
  while((line = br.readLine())!=null) { 
   // Read each line of the network. 
    dataList.add(line); 
   // Extract information of each column. 
       String[] columns = line.split(";"); 
      // In the first column there are the nodes.  
       NodeNames.add(columns[0]); 
      // In the second there are the activating interactions for 
the node 



       Inhibitors.add(columns[2]); 
  } 
   
  br.close(); 
    
  // Removing the first line, where there are the categories of 
each column.  
   NodeNames.remove(0); 
   Inhibitors.remove(0);  
     
     
  // Transform the network into a binary system, where there will 
be two matrices NumOfNodes dimensional containing the activating and 
inhibiting links. 
   
   for (int i = 0; i < NumOfNodes; i++) { 
     
    // For inhibitors 
    String nodeInh = Inhibitors.get(i); 
    String[] arrInh = nodeInh.split(","); 
    double[] PresentInNodeInh = new double[NumOfNodes]; 
   
     for (int j = 0; j < arrInh.length; j++ ) { 
      for (int k = 0; k < NodeNames.size(); 
k++){ 
       if 
(arrInh[j].equals(NodeNames.get(k))) { 
        PresentInNodeInh[k] = 1; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
     inhibitorsMatrix[i] = PresentInNodeInh; 
   } 
  return inhibitorsMatrix; 
 } 
  
  
 /** 
  ****************************************************** 
  * Extract the number of nodes of from the csv file.  *  
  ****************************************************** 
  **/ 
  
 public static int extractNumOfNodes (String path) throws IOException { 
  int numNodes = 0; 
  String line= ""; 
  BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(path)); 
  ArrayList<String> dataList   = new ArrayList<String>(); 
   
  while((line = br.readLine())!=null) { 
   // Read each line of the network. 
    dataList.add(line); 
    numNodes++; 
  } 
  br.close(); 
   
  // Removing the first line, where there are the categories of 
each column.  
   numNodes = numNodes - 1; 



   
   
  return numNodes; 
 } 
  
  
 /** 
  ************************************** 
  * Get the final steady states by name* 
  ************************************** 
  **/ 
  
 public static HashMap<String,Double> 
getFinalSteadyStates(ArrayList<String> NodeNames, double[] X){ 
   
  HashMap<String,Double> SteadyStates = new 
HashMap<String,Double>(); 
   
  for (int i = 0 ; i<NumOfNodes; i++) { 
   SteadyStates.put(NodeNames.get(i), X[i]); 
  } 
   
  return SteadyStates; 
 } 
     
} 
  
  
  



Soluble mediator agent 

package kneeOA_V1; 
 
import repast.simphony.context.Context; 
import repast.simphony.engine.schedule.ScheduledMethod; 
import repast.simphony.random.RandomHelper; 
import repast.simphony.space.continuous.ContinuousSpace; 
import repast.simphony.space.continuous.NdPoint; 
import repast.simphony.space.grid.Grid; 
import repast.simphony.util.ContextUtils; 
 
 
public class Cytokine { 
  
 // Declare global class variables 
 private ContinuousSpace<Object> space; 
 private Grid<Object> grid; 
 private int halfLife; 
 private int diffusion; 
  
 // Initialize global class variables 
 public Cytokine(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, int 
halfLife, int diffusion) { 
  this.space = space; 
  this.grid = grid; 
  this.halfLife = halfLife; 
  this.diffusion = diffusion; 
 } 
  
 // Get the kind of class of the cytokine 
 public String whatIsTheClass() { 
  String typeOfClass = this.getClass().getSimpleName(); 
  return typeOfClass; 
 }  
  
 /* 
  
************************************************************************ 
  *   Make the cytokines move through the space with a given half-life   
* 
  *                            @param pt                                 
* 
  
************************************************************************ 
  */ 
  
 // Random movement of the cytokines through the environment 
 public void randomWalk() { 
  space.moveByDisplacement(this, RandomHelper.nextDoubleFromTo(-
0.005,0.005), RandomHelper.nextDoubleFromTo(-0.005, 0.005), 
RandomHelper.nextDoubleFromTo(-0.005, 0.005)); 
  NdPoint myPoint = space.getLocation(this); 
  grid.moveTo(this, (int)myPoint.getX(), (int)myPoint.getY(), 
(int) myPoint.getZ()); 
 } 
  
 // Death of a cytokine (it removes the cytokine from the environment 
when its half-life is reached) 



 public void die() { 
  Context<?> context = ContextUtils.getContext(this); 
  context.remove(this); 
 } 
  
 // Move through the space and die in a given time 
 @ScheduledMethod(start = 1, interval = 1, shuffle = true) 
 public void step() { 
//  NdPoint pt = space.getLocation(this); 
  if (halfLife > 0) { 
   for(int a = 0; a < (int) Math.round(diffusion/0.005); a++) 
{ 
    randomWalk(); 
   } 
   halfLife--; 
    
//   // Uncomment the following lines to activate physiological 
boundary conditions of the total thickness of the cartilage 
//   if((int)pt.getY() < 1) { 
//    die(); 
//   } else if((int)pt.getY() >= 99) { 
//    space.moveByDisplacement(this, 0, -0.5, 0); 
//    NdPoint newPoint = space.getLocation(this); 
//    grid.moveTo(this, (int)newPoint.getX(), 
(int)newPoint.getY(), (int)newPoint.getZ()); 
//   } 
  } else { 
   die(); 
  } 
 } 
  
  
 /*********************************************************************
****** 
  *                   Create sublcasses for each cytokine                   
* 
  
***************************************************************************/ 
  
 public static class BMP2 extends Cytokine { 
  public BMP2(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, 
int halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static class IFNG extends Cytokine { 
  public IFNG(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, 
int halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static class IGF1 extends Cytokine { 
  public IGF1(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, 
int halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 



  
 public static class IL10 extends Cytokine { 
  public IL10(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, 
int halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static class IL13 extends Cytokine { 
  public IL13(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, 
int halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static class IL17 extends Cytokine { 
  public IL17(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, 
int halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static class IL18 extends Cytokine { 
  public IL18(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, 
int halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static class IL1b extends Cytokine { 
  public IL1b(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, 
int halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static class IL4 extends Cytokine { 
  public IL4(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, int 
halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static class IL6 extends Cytokine { 
  public IL6(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, int 
halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static class IL8 extends Cytokine { 
  public IL8(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, int 
halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static class LIF extends Cytokine { 



  public LIF(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, int 
halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
 
 public static class NO extends Cytokine { 
  public NO(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, int 
halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static class PEG2 extends Cytokine { 
  public PEG2(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, 
int halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
 
 public static class TGFb extends Cytokine { 
  public TGFb(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, 
int halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static class TNFa extends Cytokine { 
  public TNFa(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, 
int halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static class VEGF extends Cytokine { 
  public VEGF(ContinuousSpace<Object> space, Grid<Object> grid, 
int halfLife, int diffusion) { 
   super(space, grid, halfLife, diffusion); 
  } 
 } 
} 

  



Builder 

import java.io.IOException; 
 
import repast.simphony.context.Context; 
import repast.simphony.context.space.continuous.ContinuousSpaceFactory; 
import repast.simphony.context.space.continuous.ContinuousSpaceFactoryFinder; 
import repast.simphony.context.space.grid.GridFactory; 
import repast.simphony.context.space.grid.GridFactoryFinder; 
import repast.simphony.dataLoader.ContextBuilder; 
import repast.simphony.engine.environment.RunEnvironment; 
import repast.simphony.parameter.Parameters; 
import repast.simphony.space.continuous.ContinuousSpace; 
import repast.simphony.space.continuous.NdPoint; 
import repast.simphony.space.continuous.RandomCartesianAdder; 
import repast.simphony.space.grid.Grid; 
import repast.simphony.space.grid.GridBuilderParameters; 
import repast.simphony.space.grid.SimpleGridAdder; 
import repast.simphony.space.grid.WrapAroundBorders; 
 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.BMP2; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IFNG; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IGF1; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL1b; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL4; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL6; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL8; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL10; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL13; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL17; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.IL18; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.LIF; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.NO; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.PEG2; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.TGFb; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.TNFa; 
import kneeOA_V1.Cytokine.VEGF; 
 
public class kneeOABuilder implements ContextBuilder<Object> { 
  
 static Parameters params = null; 
 
 @Override 
 public Context<Object> build(Context<Object> context) { 
   
  context.setId("kneeOA_V1"); 
   
  params = RunEnvironment.getInstance().getParameters(); 
   
  ContinuousSpaceFactory spaceFactory = 
ContinuousSpaceFactoryFinder.createContinuousSpaceFactory(null); 
  ContinuousSpace<Object> space = 
spaceFactory.createContinuousSpace("space", context, new 
RandomCartesianAdder<Object>(), new 
repast.simphony.space.continuous.WrapAroundBorders(), 100, 100, 100); 
   
  GridFactory gridFactory = 
GridFactoryFinder.createGridFactory(null); 



  Grid<Object> grid = gridFactory.createGrid("grid", context, new 
GridBuilderParameters<Object>(new WrapAroundBorders(), new 
SimpleGridAdder<Object>(), true, 100, 100, 100)); 
   
  int chondrocyteCount = (Integer) 
params.getValue("chondrocyteCount"); 
  int BMP2Count = (Integer) params.getValue("initalBMP2Count"); 
  int IFNGCount = (Integer) params.getValue("initalIFNGCount"); 
  int IGF1Count = (Integer) params.getValue("initalIGF1Count"); 
  int IL1BCount = (Integer) params.getValue("initalIL1BCount"); 
  int IL4Count = (Integer) params.getValue("initalIL4Count"); 
  int IL6Count = (Integer) params.getValue("initalIL6Count"); 
  int IL8Count = (Integer) params.getValue("initalIL8Count"); 
  int IL10Count = (Integer) params.getValue("initalIL10Count"); 
  int IL13Count = (Integer) params.getValue("initalIL13Count"); 
  int IL17Count = (Integer) params.getValue("initalIL17Count"); 
  int IL18Count = (Integer) params.getValue("initalIL18Count"); 
  int LIFCount = (Integer) params.getValue("initalLIFCount"); 
  int NOCount = (Integer) params.getValue("initalNOCount"); 
  int PEG2Count = (Integer) params.getValue("initalPEG2Count"); 
  int TGFbCount = (Integer) params.getValue("initalTGFbCount"); 
  int TNFaCount = (Integer) params.getValue("initalTNFaCount"); 
  int VEGFCount = (Integer) params.getValue("initalVEGFCount"); 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < chondrocyteCount; i++) { 
   try { 
    context.add(new Chondrocyte(space, grid)); 
   } catch (IOException e) { 
    // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
    e.printStackTrace(); 
   } 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < BMP2Count; i++) { 
   context.add(new BMP2(space, grid, 7, 4730)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < IFNGCount; i++) { 
   context.add(new IFNG(space, grid, 36, 5440)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < IGF1Count; i++) { 
   context.add(new IGF1(space, grid, 660, 5330)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < IL1BCount; i++) { 
   context.add(new IL1b(space, grid, 20, 5040)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < IL4Count; i++) { 
   context.add(new IL4(space, grid, 19, 5530)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < IL6Count; i++) { 
   context.add(new IL6(space, grid, 10, 5260)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < IL8Count; i++) { 
   context.add(new IL8(space, grid, 240, 5970)); 



  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < IL10Count; i++) { 
   context.add(new IL10(space, grid, 52, 5390)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < IL13Count; i++) { 
   context.add(new IL13(space, grid, 240, 5630)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < IL17Count; i++) { 
   context.add(new IL17(space, grid, 480, 5530)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < IL18Count; i++) { 
   context.add(new IL18(space, grid, 1560, 5310)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < LIFCount; i++) { 
   context.add(new LIF(space, grid, 180, 5330)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < NOCount; i++) { 
   context.add(new NO(space, grid, 70, 16000)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < PEG2Count; i++) { 
   context.add(new PEG2(space, grid, 10, 10600)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < TGFbCount; i++) { 
   context.add(new TGFb(space, grid, 50, 4740)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < TNFaCount; i++) { 
   context.add(new TNFa(space, grid, 76, 5190)); 
  } 
   
  for(int i = 0; i < VEGFCount; i++) { 
   context.add(new VEGF(space, grid, 60, 5150)); 
  } 
 
 
   
  /* ********************************* * 
   * Randomly distributed chondrocytes * 
   * ********************************* */ 
//  for(Object obj : context.getObjects(Object.class)) { 
//   NdPoint pt = space.getLocation(obj); 
//   grid.moveTo(obj, (int)pt.getX(), (int)pt.getY(), 
(int)pt.getZ()); 
//  } 
 
  /* 
*************************************************************** * 
   * Uniformly distributed chondrocytes and randomly added 
cytokines * 
   * 
*************************************************************** */ 



   
  // For a 100.000 um3 volume (1 chondrocyte) 
//  for(Object obj : context) { 
//   if (obj instanceof Chondrocyte) { 
//    space.moveTo(obj, 50, 50, 50); 
//   } 
//   NdPoint pt = space.getLocation(obj); 
//   grid.moveTo(obj, (int)pt.getX(), (int)pt.getY(), 
(int)pt.getZ()); 
//  } 
//   
   
  // For a 300.000 um3 volume (3 chondrocytes) 
//  int placedChondrocytes = 0; 
//  for(Object obj : context) { 
//   if (obj instanceof Chondrocyte) { 
//    if (placedChondrocytes == 0) { 
//     space.moveTo(obj, 30, 30, 30); 
//    } else if (placedChondrocytes == 1) { 
//     space.moveTo(obj, 50, 70, 50); 
//    } else if (placedChondrocytes == 2) { 
//     space.moveTo(obj, 70, 30, 70); 
//    } 
//    placedChondrocytes++; 
//   } 
//   NdPoint pt = space.getLocation(obj); 
//   grid.moveTo(obj, (int)pt.getX(), (int)pt.getY(), 
(int)pt.getZ()); 
//    
//  } 
   
   
  // For a 1.000.000 um3 volume (10 chondrocytes) 
  int placedChondrocytes = 0; 
  for(Object obj : context) { 
   if (obj instanceof Chondrocyte) { 
    if (placedChondrocytes == 0) { 
     space.moveTo(obj, 13, 13, 13); 
    } else if (placedChondrocytes == 1) { 
     space.moveTo(obj, 13, 13, 87); 
    } else if (placedChondrocytes == 2) { 
     space.moveTo(obj, 87, 13, 87); 
    } else if (placedChondrocytes == 3) { 
     space.moveTo(obj, 87, 13, 13); 
    } else if (placedChondrocytes == 4) { 
     space.moveTo(obj, 13, 87, 13); 
    } else if (placedChondrocytes == 5) { 
     space.moveTo(obj, 13, 87, 87); 
    } else if (placedChondrocytes == 6) { 
     space.moveTo(obj, 87, 87, 87); 
    } else if (placedChondrocytes == 7) { 
     space.moveTo(obj, 87, 87, 13); 
    } else if (placedChondrocytes == 8) { 
     space.moveTo(obj, 39, 50, 50); 
    } else if (placedChondrocytes == 9) { 
     space.moveTo(obj, 65, 50, 50); 
    } 
    placedChondrocytes++; 
   } 



   NdPoint pt = space.getLocation(obj); 
   grid.moveTo(obj, (int)pt.getX(), (int)pt.getY(), 
(int)pt.getZ()); 
    
  } 
  return context; 
 } 
} 

  



Parameters 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 
<parameters> 
 
 <parameter name="randomSeed" displayName="Default Random Seed" 
type="int" defaultValue="__NULL__" /> 
  
 <parameter name = "chondrocyteCount" 
 displayName = "Number of chondrocytes" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "1" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalBMP2Count" 
 displayName = "Initial number of BMP2" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalIFNGCount" 
 displayName = "Initial number of IFNg" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalIGF1Count" 
 displayName = "Initial number of IGF1" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalIL1BCount" 
 displayName = "Initial number of IL1b" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalIL4Count" 
 displayName = "Initial number of IL4" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 



 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
  
 <parameter name = "initalIL6Count" 
 displayName = "Initial number of IL6" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalIL8Count" 
 displayName = "Initial number of IL8" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalIL10Count" 
 displayName = "Initial number of IL10" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
  
 <parameter name = "initalIL13Count" 
 displayName = "Initial number of IL13" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalIL17Count" 
 displayName = "Initial number of IL17" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalIL18Count" 
 displayName = "Initial number of IL18" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 



  
 <parameter name = "initalLIFCount" 
 displayName = "Initial number of LIF" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalNOCount" 
 displayName = "Initial number of NO" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalPEG2Count" 
 displayName = "Initial number of PEG2" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalTGFbCount" 
 displayName = "Initial number of TGFb" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalTNFaCount" 
 displayName = "Initial number of TNFa" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
 <parameter name = "initalVEGFCount" 
 displayName = "Initial number of VEGF" 
 type = "int" 
 defaultValue = "0" 
 isReadOnly = "false" 
 converter = 
"repast.simphony.parameter.StringConverterFactory$IntConverter" 
 /> 
  
  
 
</parameters> 

 



Context 

<context id="kneeOA_V1" 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
 xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://repast.org/scenario/context"> 
    
   <projection type = "continuous space" id = "space"/> 
   <projection type = "grid" id = "grid"/> 
</context> 
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